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Abstract

To address the deficiencies of currently available dose calculation algorithms for radio-

therapy planning, two rigorous dose calculation methods have been devised.

The first method incorporates Fermi-Eyges multiple scattering theory into the primary

dose calculation of the superposition method for external X-ray beam radiotherapy. The

inclusion of scattering theory into the superposition technique accounts for the density

distribution between the primary photon interaction and energy deposition sites, whereas

conventional superposition methods oniy consider the average density between these two

points. This method gives depth dose curves which show better agreement with Monte

Carlo calculations in a lung phantom than a standard superposition method, especially

at high energies and small field sizes where lateral electronic disequilibrium exists. For

a 5x5 cm2 18 MV beam incident on the lung phantom, a reduction in the maximum

error between the superposition and Monte Carlo depth dose curves from 5% to 2.5% is

obtained when scattering theory is used in the primary dose calculation.

The second method developed is the Super-Monte Carlo (SUC) method. SMC calculates

dose by a superposition of pre-generated Monte Carlo eiectron track kernels. For X-ray

beams, the primary dose is calculated by transporting pre-generated (in water) Monte

Carlo electron tracks from each primary photon interaction site. The iength of each

electron step is scaled by the inverse of the density of the medium at the beginning

of the step. Because the density scaling of the electron tracks is performed for each

lx
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individual transport step, the limitations of the macroscopic scaling of kernels (in the

superposition algorithm) are overcome. The scatter dose is calculated by superposition.

In both a lung-slab phantom and a two lung-block phantom, SMC dose distributions

are more consistent with 'standard' Monte Carlo generated dose distributions than are

superposition dose distributions.

SMC can also be applied to electron beam dose calculation. Pre-generated electron tracks

are transported through media of varying density and atomic number. The perturbation

of the electron fluence due to each material encountered by the electrons is explicitly

accounted for by considering the effect of variations in stopping porù/er, scattering pou/er

and radiation yield. For each step of every electron track, these parameters affect the

step length, the step direction and the energy deposited in that step respectively. Dose

distributions in a variety of phantoms show good agreement with Monte Carlo results.

SMC is an accurate, 3-dimensional unified photon/electron dose calculation algorithm.
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Preface

The cause of over a quarter of deaths in Australia is cancer.[l]

Radiotherapy is the treatment option for approximately half of patients with cancer.lZ

The aim of radiotherapy is to deliver a prescribed amount of radiation to the tumour

in order to kill all the clonogenic cells with minimal complication (radical treatments)

or to relieve pain for terminally ill patients (palliative treatments). About half of the

radiotherapy patients are treated radically, and of these about half achieve uncomplicated

Iocal tumour control.t2l Rudiotherapy is optimised when a high dose is delivered to the

tumour to increase tumour control probability whilst dose to healthy tissue is minimised,

thus reducing normal tissue complication probability. Clinical studies have shown that

because of the high dependency of tumour control and normal tissue complication on

dose, the accuracy requirement for dose delivered is approximately 5/e.t3J Due to the

uncertainties associated with other aspects of treatment,l the required accuracy in dose

calculation is 2%.151

Near interfaces of high to low densities (eg. near the muscle/lung interface) where elec-

tronic disequilibrium may exist during irradiation, most current clinically used X-ray

beam dose calculation algorithms can give erroïs of over 10%,t61 and electron beam algo-

rithms can give errors of up to 40T0.ÍT The Monte Carlo method of dose calculationl8' 9]

lThe sources of uncertainties are found in the calibration of the treatment machine, the character-
isation of the beams, the day-to-day positioning of the patient, and the consistency of the patient's
geometrY.[4J

xlx
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achieves the required accuracy, but is too computationally intensive to use routinely in a

clinical environment. The aim of the research presented in this thesis was to produce a

dose calculation algorithm which agrees with experimentally measured dose distributions

to within the 2To guideline, and is also computationally viable in a clinical situation.

In chapter 1 of this thesis the physics of electrons and photons at therapeutic energies

are introduced. The following chapter outlines the dose calculation methods for both

photon and electron beam planning, along with their advantages and limitations.

Chapter 3 details the incorporation of Fermi-Eyges multiple Coulomb scattering theory[10J

into the superposition aigorithm. Resulting dose distributions are compared to those

generated using standard superposition calculations.

The Super-Monte Carlo method of X-ray beam dose calculation is discussed in chapter 4,

where the scatter dose component is calculated by a standard superposition method

(incorporating a scatter energy deposition kernel), whilst pre-generated Monte Carlo

electron tracks replace the kernel for the primary dose calculation.

In chapter 5 the Super-Monte Carlo method is applied to electron beams, where the

problems of variations in stopping power, scattering power and radiation yield in different

materials are discussed, as well as how these problems are overcome in Super-Monte

Carlo.

The final chapter summarises the main findings of this thesis, the benefits and limitations

of the new dose calculation algorithms, and explores future research options resulting

from this work.
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Chapter 1

Photon and Electron Physics at
Therapeutic Energies

1-.1- Introduction

Photons of medically useful energies (æ10 keV to 50 MeV) interact with electrons and

nuclei of matter, producing fast moving electrons and positrons, and other photons. Fast

moving electrons (and positrons) interact with matter to produce further fast moving

electrons and photons. Electrons deposit energy in matter by causing both atomic and

molecular excitations and ionisations. The free electrons, and excited ions and molecules

lead to further excited molecules, ion-recombination and chemical bond breaking. In

biological systems, these processes can cause base damage and breaks in DNA strands in

cells. This damage can sometimes be repaired, but if not, cell death or mutations may

occur. In the radiotherapy treatment of cancer, radiation is used to kill proliferating

altered cells. It is ironic that in radiotherapy, radiation, a known carcinogen, is used to

1



2 CHAPTER 1. P HOT ON AND ELECTRON PTIYSICS AT T HERAP EU TIC ENERGIES

treat cancer.

In this chapter, the physics of photon and electron transport, and electron energy depo-

sition are discussed.

L.2 Photon interactions

t.2.L Introduction

In terms of frequency of occurrence, and importance for energy deposition, the three

predominant photon interactions with nuclei and electrons of the irradiated medium at

medical energies are Compton scattering, photoelectric absorption and pair production.

Rayleigh scattering, triplet production, photonuciear reactions and other interactions

can also occur, but the probabilities of these interactions are low, and do not affect the

energy deposition on a macroscopic scale.

L.2.2 Compton scattering

In Compton scattering, the incident photon interacts with an eiectron of the irradiated

medium, giving the electron kinetic energy, and also producing a scattered photon, as

shown in figure 1.1. For photons with energies from 200 keV to 2 MeV this is the only

interaction of importance which occurs in soft tissues.[l1] The probability of interaction

via Compton scattering is dependent on the electron density of the absorbing medium.lla

Ignoring the effect of the binding energy of the electron (< energy of the incident pho-
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photon

3

Scattered photon

0

electron
a

Figure 1.1: Schematic representation of the Compton process

ton), the cross section per unit solid angle, d,oldA (refer section L.2.5), is given by the

Klein-Nishina formulallü

do r!
dQ2 (t + "os'e)

t

1+ À'(1 - cos0)2

[1 + À (1 - cos0)] (I i cos20)
(1.1)

where À (:hrl*"c2) is the ratio of the energy of the photon to the rest energy of the

electron, r" is the classical electron radius and 0 is the polar angle between the incom-

ing and scattered photons. The scattered photon can also interact with the absorbing

medium. In Compton scattering, as the incident photon energy increases, the average

fraction of energy passed to the electron increases, and also the direction of the recoil

electron becomes more forward directed.

L.2.3 Photoelectric absorption

In the photoelectric process a photon of energy åz collides with one of the bound electrons

in the K, L, M or N shells of an atom, which is subsequently ejected, as shown in figure 1.2.

The ejected photoelectron emerges with energy hu - E" where E" is the binding energy

of the electron- The atom is left in an excited state, and emits characteristic radiationT

lThe hole created by the ejected electron is filled by an electron from an outer shell. The energy lost
in this transformation is emitted as a photon.
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and Auger electronsz as it returns to the ground state. The photoelectric process is most

likely to occur if the energy of the photon is just greater than the binding energy of the

electron,ll1] and hence is important for photon energies below 100 keV. Photon energies

less than ihe binding energy are not energetic enough to eject an electron. Therefore

the cross section varies with energy in a complicated way with discontinuities at the

energy corresponding to each shell or subshell. However, in general, the cross-section

for photoelectric interactions is proportional to 23-24 (Z is the atomic number of the

absorbing medium).t1? Th" energy deposited in a photoelectric collision in tissue can be

assumed to be absorbed locally (at the point where the photon interacted).[11J

M

Incoming photon

Figure 1.2: Schematic representation of the photoelectric process.

L.2.4 Pair production

When the energy of the incident photon is sufficientiy high, the photon may undergo a

pair production interaction. In this interaction, an electron-positron pair is generated

from a photon as it passes near the strong Coulomb fieid of the nucieus of an atom as

shown in figure 1.3. Since the rest mass energy of the positron and electron are both

0.511 MeV, the photon must have an incident energy > 1.02 MeV to c¡eate the pair.

The excess energy is shared (not necessarily equally) between the positron and electron

as kinetic energy. This process is considered as a collision between the photon and the

2In some cases the characteristic radiation is absent, o¡ of reduced intensity, and electrons are emitted
in its place.
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nucleus, and in the collision the nucleus recoils with some momentum.tlll The nucleus

also acquires a little energy, but this is negligible compared to the energy given to the

positron and electron. Pair production becomes increasingly important at higher photon

energies. The cross section per atom for pair production is dependent on 22 , and, hence

varies wilh Z per mass.[12J

5

Nucleus

E > 1.02 MeV o Created positron
O

o
Created electron

Figure 1.3: Schematic representation of the pair production process.

The positron produced in pair production travels through matter exciting and ionising

atoms in the same rü/ay as an eiectron, and loses energy until it is brought to rest. The

positron combines with a free electron and is annihilated, producing two photons (at

= 180o to each other, thus conserving momentum) of energy 0.511 MeV, as shown in

figure 1.4.

0.511 MeV photon

Slow positron

electron

0.511 MeV photon

Figure 1.4: Schematic representation of annihilation photon production.
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L.2.5 Attenuation coefficients

The probability of an incoming photon interacting with an atom of the absorbing medium

is given by the energy dependent atomic cross-section, ø. The interactions photons

undergo are governed by quantum probability, and consequently the interaction site

cannot be accurately predicted. Statistical uncertainties are eliminated however when

interaction probabilities are determined per unit spatial dimension. Hence, the linear

attenuation coefficient,, ¡.r,., is defined as the fraction of photons , dN lN expected to interact

per unit thickness of attenualor, dl,

dNn- Ndt (r.2)

The total cross section of an atom is the sum of the cross sections of the Compton,

photoelectric and pair production cross sections. Therefore the attenuation coefficient is

the sum of the attenuation coefficients for each interaction type, ie the Compton effect,

ø", the photoelectric effect, f, and pair production, rc,

þ:o.*f*rc (1.3)

It is often convenient to use the mass attenuation coefficient, plp instead of ¡,1

To caiculate the energy given to charged particles at an interaction site from a beam of

photons (refer section 1.2.7) the energy transfer coefficient, Ft,, is needed. The energy

transfer coefficient is the fraction of photons that interact per unit thickness multiplied

by the fraction of energy of the photons transferred to the medium. The ICRU[l4] define

the energy transfer coefficient as

I d,Et,
þt NE dI

(1.4)

where Et, is the amount of kinetic energy of the photon transferred to electrons of the
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medium.

To determine the energy absorbed by a medium from a photon interaction, the bremsstrahlung

energy radiated away by the electron set in motion at the interaction site needs to be

subtracted from the energy transferred in the photon interaction,

Itr"n: Ptr(l - n¡, (1.5)

where g is the fraction the electron energy that is lost to bremsstrahlung in the medium.

As the radiative cross section increases with electron energy, g increases with photon

energy (in water 9 : 0 for 1 MeV photons and 0.05 for 10 MeV photottt[11]).

L.2.6 Fluence

The concept of fluence is independent of particle type, and therefore applies for both

incident electrons and photons. The particle fluence, Õ, is the quotient of dIü by da,,

where dI/ is the number of particles incident on a sphere of cross sectional area da,,

,a
I

_dNór--^ d,a'
(1 .6)

The energy fluence, ü, is the quotient of dR by da, where dR (- EdN) is the radiant

energy incident on a sphere of cross sectional area da,

(1.7)
dR
dtiú

Where the incident particles vary in energy, the particle fluence is obtained by

,: l" Q6d,E, (1.8)
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where Õø is the fluence of particles of energy E. Similarly the energy fluence for a

spectrum of incident particles is

úød,8.

The particle fluence rate, g, and the energy fluence rate, þ, can be determined by taking

the derivative with respect to time of O and V respectively.

L.2.7 Kerma

The transfer of energy from a photon beam to a medium takes place in two stages, (i)

the interaction of a photon, causing an electron to be set in motion, and (ii) the transfer

of energy from the fast-moving electron to the absorbing medium by excitations and

ionisations. To describe the first stage of this process the ICRU define kerma, K, as the

Ieinetic energg released per unit n't,all. Kerma is the amount of kinetic energy given to

electrons at a photon interaction site per unit mass? and is given by

,It: I
Jn

(1.e)

(1.10)

where Et is the average amount of kinetic energy transferred to electrons of the medium

at each interaction.

K :*:'(I)u",

Kerma can be divided in to collision and radiative componenlr.[l5J The collision kerma,

K" is defined as

K" - K(r - ò: I,t, (T) ,or, (1.11)

and the radiative terma, K, as

K,-sK: l"*"(-*) E
dE (1.12)
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L.2.8 Terma

The total energA released per unit rnl,sl) or terma, was introduced by Ahnesjö ,¿ o¡.116)

for use in the superposition/convolution method of dose calculation (refer section 2.2.5).

The terma, ?(*), is the total energy removed from the primary (incident) beam per unit

pathlength at point r, and can be calculated from the divergence of the vectorial energy

fluence, i[(r) of primary photons,

I

(1.13)

where p(r) is the density distribution of the medium. Only the incident photons are

used in the terma calculation, as the scattered photons are accounted for in the scatter

convolution kernel (refer section 2.2.5).

For a spectrum of primary photons, the terma becomesl1q

_1
?(r) : {v.v1"¡,

?(r) : I,(Ð 
",,ú 

"(,)dE,
(1.14)

where (plùø,, is the mass attenuation coefficient of the primary photons of energy -E at

r, and tlrø(") is the primary photon fluence diferential in energy and position. From the

terma distribution function, the resultant absorbed dose can be obtained if the energy

transport of the secondary particles around each interaction point is known.

Kerma and terma can be quickly and exactly calculated if the initial spectra and patient

density are known. The difficulty is in accounting for the transfer of energy from the

secondary electrons to the absorbing medium, especially if inhomogeneities are present.
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1.3 Electron interactions I. Energy losses

L .3.1 Introduct ion

Electrons at medical energies lose energy principally in Coulomb interactions with bound

electrons in the absorbing medium. Because the relativistically corrected mass of the

incoming electron is of a similar order as the mass of the bound electron (a 3 MeV

eiectron has a mass seven times the electron rest -urr[l]), the interactions are inelastic

resulting in energy loss. These interactions are termed colli,si,onal energy losses. The

electron creates a trail of ionisations and excitations aiong its path, and hence energy is

deposited in the medium. Electrons also lose energy as they are decelerated in the field

of a nucleus, thus causing a photon to be emitted. This process is called radiatiue energy

loss, and the radiation called bremsstrahlung.

Because of the uncertainty involved in the energy ioss events, electrons of the same

energy, and incident at the same point will travel different distances along different

paths. This spread of path lengths and energy loss is termed energg-Ioss straggling.

L.3.2 lonisation and excitation energy losses

A fast electron loses most of its kinetic energy by ionisations and excitations of atoms

in the absorbing medium. Ionisation occurs when the incoming electron (or positron)

passes close enough to an orbital electron to eject the orbital electron from the atom.

If the fast moving electron passes an atom at a larger distance, energy transfer can still

occur by way of an orbital electron being elevated to a higher energy state, thereby

exciting the atom.
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1.3.3 ó-ray production

ó-rays (also termed knock-on electrons) are produced when the incoming charged particle

interacts sufficiently violently with a bound electron that the ejected electron forms a

track of its ortrn, as shown in figure 1.5. Both the ejected electron, and the incident

charged particle can undergo further interactions and deposit energy. If the incoming

charged particle is an electron, the ó-ray event is called Møller scattering,[18] and if the

incoming particle is a positron the event is termed Bhahba scattering.ll9ìe

The maximum energy loss in a Møller interaction is half of the kinetic energy of the

incoming electron, as the two ejected electrons are indistinguishable. The highest en-

ergy particle is defined as the primary electron. The maximum energy loss in Bhahba

scattering is the total kinetic energy of the positron, as the particles are distinguishable.

Inmmi¡g elæ[on (o¡ positron)

Initial elækon
lræk coDtiDus

&ray forms a tsæk

of its own

Figure 1.5: Schematic representation of ó-ray production.

L.3.4 Bremsstrahlung production

A fast electron passing very close to the nucleus of an atom will feel the Coulomb

attraction of the nucleus and its path will be slightly altered towards the nucleus. To

conserve momentum, a bremsstrahlung photon is emitted (as shown in figure 1.6) and

3An excellent overview of the physics of Møller and Bhahba scattering is outlined in the EGS4

manual[8].

o
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the energy of the electron is reduced. Interactions of a positron and a nucleus can also

produce bremsstrahlung, as well as electron-electron and positron-electron interactions.

Bremsstrahlung
photon

Incoming çlçctron

Nucleus

a

Figure 1.6: Schematic representation of bremsstrahlung production.

L.3.5 Collisional stopping power

The amount of kinetic energy lost by electrons per unit pathlength due to ionisations

and excitations is called the collisional stopping power, ^9"o¿. Often it is convenient to

define the mass collision stopping po\iler, (Slfi*t.

Berger and Seltze.'rl2Ûl expression for the mass collision stopping power is

o

(;) :'wl"(ffi) +F(r) -ó (1.15)
col

where Nt, Z, M,¿,, 0,, r, .I and ó are Avogadro's number, the atomic number (effective for

the mixture/compound), the molar mass of substance A, velocity of the electron relative

to the velocity of light in a vacuum, ratio of the kinetic energy of the electron to the rest

energy, mean excitation energy and the density effect correction. F(r) is given by

F(r) : r - þ' + lr2 la - Q, * 1) ln 2ll (r + 1)2 (i.i6)
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ó, the density effect correction causes (i) a decrease of stopping po\ryer with density, and

(ii) a decrease in stopping po\4,er with energy.tlSl p¡"nomena (i) is due to the passage

of the charged particle which results in polarisation of the medium. In a dense media,

where the atoms are packed close together, the field of distant atoms are 'screened'by the

polarisation of near atoms. In a less dense media, the charged particle will interact more

strongly with distant atoms, as shown in figure 1.7. The density effect increases with

energy, because as the velocity of the particle is increased, the electric field is stronger at

the sides of the moving charge due to the Lorentz contraction of the Coulomb field, as

shown in figure 1.3.t211 Hence the interactions of more distant atoms becomes important,

and it is these interactions that are reduced in intensity by the polarisation of intervening

atoms.

High density media Low density media

Figure 1.7: Schematic representation of the reduction in stopping power in
dense media. In the high density media the effect of the more distant atom
is reduced by the induced polarisation of the field of the intervening atom,
thus partially screening the distant atom from interacting with the moving
electron. fn the less dense media, where the atoms are further apart, this
screening occurs less often.

The density effect causes the ratio of the mass stopping power in water to that in air to

be significantly energy dependent above 0.5 MeVt22l since the stopping porffer of water is

affected more by the density effect than that of air. This effect occurs despite water and

air having a very similar atomic number. Because of the density effect, the water/air mass

stopping po\ryer ratio needs to be accounted for when using ion chambers for radiation

dosimetry in water.

The terms in equation 1.15 that account for the composition of the absorbing medium

are Zf M¡ and 1. Ãs ZlMt is approximately constant (æ l12) for most elements, the
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velocity = 0 vclocity ncûr c

Figure 1.8: Schematic representation of the effect of the Lorentz contraction
on the electric field of a fast moving charged particle.

mass collision stopping po$/er is fairly independent of absorbing medium. However, water

tends to have a higher mass collision stopping power than other absorbing media, as it

contains a large amount of hydrogen (ZlM¡ for hydrogen is 1).

In dealing with radiation interactions it is sometimes convenient to measure thickness in

terms of the material dependent radiation length, Xo,Í231which is defined by

+, : +o\ 2"2" lngav-t /z¡' (1.17)

1-.3.6 Restricted collisional stopping power

In some situations, such as dosimetry and radiobiological modelling, only those energy

losses which lead to secondary electrons with energies below a cut-off energy, A, are of

interest. Hence, the restricted collision stopping power, -La, includes only these energy

losses. -ú¡ is fractionally smaller than ^9"o¡, and can be obtained from equation 1.15 by

substitutin I F(r,A) for F(r),t20

+

F(r, A) : -l - 0' +tn [+n(" - n)'-'] + r l(r - L)
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+ lt' ¡z r (2r + 1) in(l - a,lòl (r * 1)-2, ( 1.18)

where A is expressed as fraction of the rest energy of the electron

L.3.7 Radiative stopping power

Radiative eiectron interactions (bremsstrahlung production) are frequently large energy

loss events, and can significantly contribute to the total stopping power, especially for

high energy electrons in high atomic number materials. The mean energy loss of electrons

due to radiative collisions cannot be given a general analytical form covering all energies

and materials.l2a] However, a general form of the mass radiative stopping po\ryer for high

energies (assuming complete screening: r Þ Lf aZtla¡ ¡tt25l

(;)
rød,

p2
Nt4r2"a (r * r)m"c2ln(t832-'l3 + 1/18), (1.i9)

where a is the fine structure constant. An approximation for the ratio of radiative to

collisional losses is
Srod, EZ

(1 .20)S"d 800

The total stopping power, ^9, is found by summinB S"ot and ,S,o¿,

S : S.or* S,od (1.21)

1.3.8 Restricted radiative stopping power

In some dose calculation algorithms such as EGS4tSl and SMC (refer chapter 5) it is nec-

essary to incorporate a restricted radiative stopping po\ryer, LL,,rod., the stopping power
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due to photons produced with energies below A/ due to bremsstrahlung interactions of

the incoming electron with the nuclei and electrons of the absorbing medium.

LL,,,od can be calcuiated by replacing the upper limits of the integrals of equation 9.1 in

ICRU 37t26J *¡1¡ A', and using the cross sectional data from Berger and Seltze.t2l¡, ie

ry:hll"'rgok+21,"'r**] G22)

becomes t+: 
hll,^'*gdk+z 1""' nftan], (1.23)

where E is the kinetic enetgy of the incident particle, E/ is the iargest possible energy

of photons emitted in electron-electron bremsstrahlung events, u and A are the atomic

mass unit and atomic weight respectively, k is the energy of the photon emitted in the

bremsstrahlung process, and do"f dk and do"f dk are the differential cross section for

electron-nucleus and electron-electron bremsstrahiung respectively.

L.4 Electrons interactions II. Scattering

L.4.L Introduction

Electron scattering significantly affects the absorbed dose distribution in a medium,

especially where inhomogeneities are presentr.[28' 29J Angular deflections cause a lat-

eral displacement of the incident electrons, thereby broadening the dose distribution

and decreasing the depth of penetration. If the beam passes through adjacent regions

of different density, the difference in scattering will cause a perturbation in the dose

distributiotr.t30J 4 consequence of scattering is the build-up region in an electron depth

dose curve (refer section 1.8.2), where increased obliquity of the electrons in the beam
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causes an increase in fluence with depth, and a subsequent increase in the rate of energy

deposition.

Electron scattering and energy losses are not independent events. Large energy loss

events such as bremsstrahlung or 6-ray production will result in a larger scattering angle

than a low energy interaction. However, on a macroscopic scale, scattering and energy

Iosses can be examined independently.

Therapeutic electron beams are scattered predominantly by elastic collisions with atomic

nuciei.l2ü The scattering is elastic because the nucleus has a mass to the order of 102

times the relativistic mass of the incoming electron, so the energy transfer to the nucleus

is negligible.

Elastic scattering can be divided into single scattering, plural scattering or multiple

scattering. If the thickness, /, of the scattering medium is very smail, there wili be

practically only single scattering: most of the electrons are scattered by only one nucleus.

This occurs when I <If o"n, where ø" is the energy dependent scattering cross section

and n the number of scattering atoms per unit volume. Larger thickness values, where

I x Lf o"n, results in plural scattering: there is a higher probability that the electrons are

scattered by severai nuclei. When the thickness becomes so large that the mean number

of processes is greater than 20-30, the term multiple scattering is used.

L.4.2 Single scattering

For non-relativistic energies, and neglecting the shielding effect of the orbitai electrons

on the nuclear charge, the differential cross-section per atom for scattering from a pure

Coulomb field through an angle between d and 0 + d0 into a solid angle 2¡r sinïdï is
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given by the Rutherford formula[28]

(1.24)

where e is the electron charge, and u is the velocity of the electron.

The neglect of the shielding is valid at higher energies.[28] At relativistic energies the

mass of the electron is significantly higher than the rest mass, hence the relativistic

mass needs to be accounted for by including a þ (: vf c) term. Thus the Rutherford

cross-section becomes

do, (0) : reaZ20-p') sin?dï
(1.25)

2m2"va sin4 (o lz)'

A more accurate cross-section invokes the Dirac equation to account for the spin of the

electron. This expression takes the form of an infinite series. This series was simplified

by McKinley and Feshback[3l] who expanded the cross-section obtained in powers of o'

(: ZlI37) up to terms of the order of o'3. They have given the ratio, r, of the actual

cross-section to the Rutherford value as

¡rea22 sinîd,0dos\a): z*ry'W,

": (1 - 0').t"' (å) +,r.,'þ" (å) lr -,t" (å)] (1.26)

This ratio is correct for low atomic number elements (Z < 27) such as those considered

in practical dosimetry.

The cross-section for scattering in the field of an electron, instead of a nuclear charge,

is identical, except for a factor of Z. This difference occurs because the scattering

cross-section per unit area is proportional to the number of targets multiplied by the

square of the charge (refer equation 1.24). Hence for an atom wilh Z electrons, electron-
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nuclear scattering is proportional to l.Z2 : 22,, whereas electron-electron scattering is

proportion aI lo Z.I2 : Z . Though electron-electron collisions are the main way by which

an electron loses energy (refer section 1.3), their contribution to scattering is small. To

account for both electron-electron and electron-nucleus scattering the 22 term in 1.25 is

replaced by Z(Z +1). For high Z elements, Z(Z * 1) tends towards 22, so for these

elements electron-electron scattering can be ignored.

L.4.3 Multiple scattering

Grouping together a number of ionisation and excitation events is called multiple scat-

tering. Because electrons lose most of their energy this way, multiple scattering is an

important process, though is difficuit to calculate accurately. Three separate multiple

scattering theories have been proposed by Goudsmit and Saunderson,l32] tot'¿."[33' 34J

and Eygestl0J (based on the solution to Fermi's equationl35] where the energy loss is sig-

nificant). The simpiest of the three theories, Fermi-Eyges, only accounts for small angle

multiple scattering, ignoring large angle scattering. This theory is used in the pencil

beam dose calculation method (refer section 2.3.3).

The Fermi-Eyges (FE) equation describing multiple Coulomb scattering ist36l

AP 0t, t, z (1.27)
ôz

where P(0,,x, z) is the probability distribution function of the scattered particles travel-

ling initially in the z-direction, z is the depth in the scattering medium, r and 0, are the

lateral position and angle of travel projected onto the x-z plane respectively, and T"(z)

is the linear scattering po\ryer.

- AP T"(z\ ð2P
0 I e\ /--u'ãl- 4 ao?'
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The solution to Eq. I.27, for a particle travelling initially in the z-direction is[37]

P(r,0,;z): 1

"- 
(Aor2 -2Atø0 " 

* Ae 0?) / (Ao Az - At2 ) (1.28)
lt AoA2 - A?

A¿ (i : 0,I,2), the scattering moments of the pencil beam,[36] .."

A¿(r) :, 
1"" 

r,("') . (z - z')¿dz' .

The resulting planar fluence, Pn(*;z), gives the probability that an electron will have a

lateral displacement ø at depth z irrespectiveof 0,). Pn is found by integrating P over

alI 0,:

P7(æ; z) : (;#)1

(1.2e)

(1.30)

The lateral distribution is thus Gaussian with mean t : 0, standard deviation o, and

amplitude LlJ2tro". oB carL also be calculated directly by

oc:

FE theory can also be used to transport electrons through layers of different material if
the iinear anguiar scattering porffer, dF' ¡ar,, for each material is known. The parameters

describing the spatial angular distribution are obtained from the scattering moments As,

A1 and 42. These values can be calculated recursively, using the value at the end of the

previous layer and the scattering power of the current layer:[381

I Io' ,"r",r.(z - z,)2d,2,. (1.31)

_o

Ao(r¿):Ao(z¿-t)+++'2dz (1.32)
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2r"Z

Ar,(r¿): At(z¿-t) ! L,zAs(z¿-r) * ry-#
Ar(r¿) : Az(z¿-t) *2VzA1(z;-r) + (Lr)" Ao("¿-r) - *{#

From the scattering moments, the following parameters are obtained:

i) the x-component of the lateral standard deviation at depth z

or: 1frr, (1.35)

ii) the mean x-component of electron direction at depth z and lateral position z

0" (1.36)

iii) and the x-component of the angular standard deviation about the mean angle

at (a, z)

Ao - A?lA2 (1.37)

Scattering power

The mean square angle of scattering increases linearly with the thickness of the absorbing

mediuml2ü because the scattering events in different layers are statistically independent,

and their respective mean sguare scattering angles thus add up linearly. A mass scat-

tering power, Trlp, can be defined as the increase in the mean square scattering angle,

d,62, p"t unit mass thickness, pdz in terms of the mass traversed per unit cross sectional

.."u.[3, 39] ICRU 35t25J gives the expression for mass scattering power as

rAt
A,

2t

(1.33)

(1.34)

O0o

r * L)þ2)'hl'"('.e)') -,+(r+ (3)')-'] , (1.38)
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where d- is the cut-off angle due to the finite size of the nucleus, and 0r lhe screening

angle. 0- is given by the ratio of the reduced de Broglie waveiength of the electron to

the nuclear radius and is

6:4. (1.39)' aþ(r t L)'

For 0^ ) l, 0^ should be set 1o 1.t23ì The screening angle, d, is due to the screening of

the nucieus by the orbital electrons. This angle is given by the ratio of the reduced de

Brogiie wavelength of the electron l,o l,he alorrric raclius arrd is

(1.40)

(1.41)

1-.5 Absorbed dose

The absorbed dose, D, is defined as the quotient of dE"n, the mean energy imparted by

ionising radiation to matter of mass d,m,lr4l

In the case of a photon beam, this energy is imparted to electrons by photons, and the

secondary electrons set in motion deposit energy to the medium. 411i*t15J showed that

under charged particle equilibrium conditions, absorbed dose equals collision kerma,

D : K". However, in general, as K" is defined at the photon interaction site, and

because of the finite range of secondary electrons (up to several cm), most of the energy

is cleposited away from the photon interaction site. After the buildup region, absolute

dose is greater than collision kerma because of the combined effect of the attenuation of

the photon beam (refer section 1-.7.2) and the predominantly forward directed motion of

the secondary electrons.
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The unit of dose is the gray (Gy), which equals 1 Joule of absorbed energy per kilogram

of matter.

1.5.1 Primary and scatter dose

The total dose for a photon beam can be partitioned into primaty, Dp, and scatter, D,,

components. The primary dose is the dose deposited by electrons set in motion by the

interaction of incident photons. The scatter dose is that deposited by electrons set in

motion by scattered photons, annihilation photons and bremsstrahiung photons. The

separation of primary and scatter dose is useful for calculation of dose in inhomogeneous

media.

The concept of primary and scatter dose has less relevance for electron beams, but still

has validity. The primary dose can be considered to be that due to incident electrons, and

the scatter dose the sum of the dose contribution from bremsstrahlung contamination

photons (refer section 1.8.1), and photons produced in the absorbing medium.

t.5.2 Measurement of absorbed dose

Because of the strong dependence of the tumour control probability and normal tissue

complication probability curves with dose,t4Ol it is necessary to accurately determine the

quantity of dose delivered in a radiotherapy procedure. Absorbed dose can be measured

directly by calorimetry,l4] which is based on the principle that the energy absorbed

in a medium from radiation appears ultimately as heat energy and a small chemical

change. From the temperature change the energy deposited can be calculated. Though

calorimetry is easy to apply in principle, it is difficult to perform due to the small

temperature change, and is not used in radiotherapy centres. To measure dose from
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medical linear accelerators, the most common approach is to measure exposure, X.
Exposure us defined as[11]

1, dQÃ: =-., (I.42)
dm

where dQ is the absolute value of the total charge of the ions of one sign produced in air

when all of the electrons liberated by photons in a volume element of air having a mass drn

are completely stopped in air. Exposure is usually measured using an ion chamber. The

iou chamber electrically captures the liberated ions, and produces a, current proportional

to the amount of liberated ions. This measured experimental value is converted to dose

by multiplying the total charge liberated in air by the average energy required to produce

an ion pairWo¿rf e,

Doir: YWo;'
e

The dose to the medium in which the ion chamber is inserted, D^"d is given by

n ,,Woi, (þ"n f p)^"¿ ú ,n"¿
urnectr - 'r e 1r"^lòair Úoi,

(1.43)

(1.44)

(For a derivation of equation 1.44 see Khuo.t12l)

Other commonly used techniques for measuring dose involve using diodes, radiographic

film and diamond detectors.

1-.6 The main components of a linear accelerator

Medical linear accelerators (linacs) are used to produce X-ray and electron beams which

are nsed clinically in the radiotherapy treatment of cancer. A modern linear accelerator

is composed of a modulator, magnetron or klystron, electron gun, accelerating waveguide

and a treatment head, as shown in figure 1.9. There are many types of linac design, but

all have a similar structure.
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Accelerator tube

Wave guide system

magnet

Figure 1.9: A block diagram of a therapeutic linear accelerator. Adapted from
Khan.Irz]

The modulator converts the DC power supply into high voltage pulses of a few microsec-

onds in duration using a pulse forming network and hydrogen thyratron switch. These

pulses are simultaneously delivered to the electron gun, and the klystron or magnetron.

Magnetrons and klystrons are both devices for producing microwaves. Klystrons are

more expensive, but have a longer life span, and are capable of delivering higher po\.ver

levels.

In a magnetron, electrons are generated from the cathode by thermionic emission into an

evacuated chamber. A combination of a static magnetic field and a pulsed DC electric

field cause the electrons to move in complex spirals towards resonant cavities, radiating

energy in the form of microwaves.

A klystron is a microwave amplifrer rather than a microwave generator, and therefore

needs a low power microwave oscillator. Electrons produced by a cathode are energised

by the low power microwaves. These microwaves set up an alternating electric field

across the cavity, bunching the electrons by velocity modulation. The electron bunches

accelerate down a drift tube until they reach a second cavity, where by a reverse process,

the amplified high power waves are tapped.

The microwaves from the magnetron or klystron are led to the accelerator structure via
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a waveguide. The electron gun injects electrons of about 50 keV into the accelerator

tube. These electrons interact with the electromagnetic field of the microwaves, and are

accelerated through each cavity of the tube by the sinusoidal electric field to near light

speed (a 3 MeV electron has a velocity of 0.99c), by either a travelling or standing wave

mechanisrn.[42

Depending on the linac design, the electrons emerging from the accelerating waveguide

are either focussed directly onto the beam production material (where the accelerating

waveguide is 'in-line' in the treatment head), or are magnetically bent 90o or 270o before

focussing occurs. To produce X-ray beams, the beam production material is a high

atomic number material target (typically tungsten); to produce electron beams thin high

atomic number scattering foils are used. The particles in the radiation beam are shaped

into a useful field by collimators in the treatment head, and in the case of electrons with

an applicator placed æ5 cm from the patient. The proximity of the applicator to the

patient is needed to confine the electrons which scatter in the air column between the

treatment head and patient.

L.7 Clinical photon beams

L.7.t Introduction

For photon beam generation, electrons from the waveguide of a linear accelerator (refer

section 1.6) are focussed onto a thick target, producing a thick target bremsstrahlung

spectrum.[11] To increase the photon yield a high atomic number material is used to

maximise the ratio of radiative energy losses to collisional energy losses (refer equations

1.19 and 1.15), and therefore maximise the radiation yield. Below the target is a flat-

tening filter, which is shaped to obtain a flat dose profile across the beam, in order to
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deliver a uniform dose to the tumour. To achieve this flatness, the target is thicker in

the centre to attenuate some of the normally incident photons. The increased thickness

in the centre leads to a 'harder' (higher average energy) beam at the central axis, with

a softer average spectrum with off axis distance (eg. for a 10 MV beam Mohan 
"¿ 

o¡.143J

found the average photon energy between 0 and 2 cm off-axis was 2.97 MeV, which

decreased to 2.52 MeV between 5 and 10 cm off-axis).

The photon beam is shaped using collimators in the treatment head, and often external

shielding blocks to give a clinically useful beam. Photon beams are generally used to

treat deep seated tumours.

There are a wide range of electron acceierating energies used to produce photon beams.

Low energy beams have a higher surface dose, shallower depth of maximum and steeper

fall-off curves (refer section I.7.2). The lower energy also means lower energy secondary

electrons produced which have a shorter range, resuiting in tighter penumbra (refer

section 1.7.3), and accurate dose calculation is easier. Higher energy beams increase the

likelihood of pair production which will result in inc¡eased photon interactions in bone.

In choosing the 'best' accelerating energy, both the physical characteristics outlined

above, as well as the size and depth of the tumour and surrounding critical structures

need to be taken into account.

L.7.2 Photon beam depth dose curves

The main features of a photon beam depth dose curve as shown in figure 1.10 (where

the photon beam is incident on a surface located at depth 0 cm and the absorbed dose is

normalised to 100% at maximum) are the initial increase in dose, the depth of maximum

dose, d^or, and the exponential fall-off. The initial increase, or build-up is due to the

finite, predominantly forward directed range of electrons set in motion by the incident
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photons. As more photons interact, the electron fluence increases, and hence the build-

up of dose. Electrons emitted from the target, and those produced in the air column

between the treatment head and the patient also increase dose in the build-up region

(termed electron contamination).

The fall-off in dose in the depth dose curve is due to the iogarithmic reduction in pla-

nar photon fluence as the photons traverse the absorbing medium. As the attenuation

coefficient decreases with increasing energy, the low energy photons in the spectrum are

preferentially attenuated. This attenuation results in a higher average energy spectrum

with depth, called beam hardening. Hoban "¡ o¡.144) found that a 10 MV spectrum of

average incident energy 3.0 MeV was hardened to an average of 3.7 MeV at 20 cm depth

in water.

The energy of the secondary electrons produced by the photon beam increases with

energy, therefore d,,o, increases with energy (eg. for 6 and 18 MV beams d^o" is I.5
and 3.3 cm respectively). The attenuation coefficient is less sensitive to energy than the

secondary electron range, and hence the difference in fall-off between different energy

beams is less pronounced than the change in d^or. The beam quality can be determined

by a ratio of the dose at 20 cm depth to the dose at 10 cm depth, ie. Dll. For 6 and

18 MV beams Df! is 0.56 and 0.66 respectively.

t.7.3 Photon beam dose profile curves

A dose profrle curve is the dose measured along a line which is perpendicular to the

incident beam direction. The centre of the dose profile curve of figure 1.11 is fairly

uniform because of the design of the target. The 'shoulders' of the profile are rounded

because of the finite lateral range of the electrons set in motion by the photon beam. The

electrons scattered out of the beam are not replaced by the electrons scattered in from

outside the beam, and hence lateral electron disequilibrium occurs. Another contributing
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Figure 1.10: A 10x10 cm2,6 MV photon beam depth dose curve shov¡ing
the build-up region, the depth of maximum dose, d^o,, and the exponential
fall-off.

factor to the roundness of the profiles is the geometric penumbra due to the finite source

size. Because of the range of the electrons inside the target, and the finite width of the

initial electron beam above the target, the photon source is not a point. Treuer ,¡ o¡.143J

experimentally measured the source density function for a 15 MV photon beam to have

a FWHM of 2.5 mm.

The dose at the edges of the profiles does not fall away to zero because of the contribution

of photons scattered out of the useful beam by Compton scattering and bremsstrahlung

production, and from photons scattered from the treatment head.

L.7.4 Photon beam isodose curves

The isodose distribution gives a 2-dimensional picture of how dose is distributed through

the irradiated medium. The increase in beam size (divergence) due to the finite source-

surface distance (SSD) can be seen in figure 1.12.

o l0

fall-offBuild-up
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Figure 1.11: A 10x10 crn2) 6 MV photon beam dose profile curve, at 10 cm
depth, showing the flat dose region in the field, and the penumbra.
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1-.8 Clinical electron beams

L.8.1- fntroduction

For clinical electron beam generation from a linac, electrons from the waveguide are

focussed onto a thin high atomic number scattering foil (or foiis) to diverge electrons

to obtain a clinically useful broad beam. A high atomic number material is used to

maximise electron scattering, whilst minimising energy degradation (ie. maximise ?"/^9

from equations 1.38 and 1.21). However, the high atomic number scattering foils also

produces a high radiation yield (refer equation 1.19), and hence clinical electron beams

have a photon contamination component. Ebertr[45J ¡ut determined that there are more

photons than electrons in an electron beam. However, because the photons are of lower

average energy, and deposit this energy over a larger volume, the maximum contribution

is approximately 4% of the maximum dose for a 15 MeV electron b"um.[40

To produce a clinical beam, generally two scattering foils separated by an air gap (a dual

foil system) are used instead of one foil. To produce a beam of the same width, the sum

of the thickness of the dual foils is considerably less than the thickness of a single foil.

Therefore, there is less energy degradation and less photon contamination in a dual foil

system. Eiectron beams are generally used to treat superficial tumours, or tumours of

the skin.

L.8.2 Electron beam depth dose curves

A typical electron depth dose curve (refer figure 1.13) has a region of build-up to the

depth of maximum dose, a steep fall-off region, and a bremsstrahlung tail. An electron

beam depth dose curve is characterised by the depth of maximum dose, d^o,,, the mean
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range of the electrons, -B5e (the point where the dose falls to 50To oL the value of the

dose at d^or), and the practical range of the electrons, ,Ro (where the extrapolation from

the linear part of the fall-off curve and the bremsstrahlung tail meet). The therapeutic

range, -Rss is also sometimes used to indicate the depth to which the beam is clinically

useful.
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Figure 1.13: A 10x10 cm2, 15 MeV electron beam depth dose curve showing
the depth of maximum dose, the fall-off region and the bremsstrahlung tail.

The build-up is due to the rise in fluence due to the increasing obliquity of electrons

with depth due to scattering in the absorbing material. The ratio of surface dose to dose

at d^o, increases with energy because the scattering power of a medium decreases with

energy to the power of approximately 1.8,[47] while the stopping pou/er is approximately

independent of energy (above =0.3 MeV). Note that if the scattering power was propor-

tional to lf EL, then the ratio of surface dose to d-o" would be the same for all energies,

as the increase in obliquity would be linear with energy.

0 )

The fall-off in dose occum because some of the electrons have run out of energy and

stopped. The fall-off is not sudden because of energy-ioss straggling.

The bremsstrahlung tail is due to dose deposited by photons interacting in the absorbing

medium. These photons are produced mostly in the scattering foils and other treatment
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head components, but also in the irradiated medium itself.

1-.8.3 Electron dose profile curves

The electron beam dose distribution can also be presented as a dose profi.le. A profile is

flat at the central axis (beam axis) for most field sizes, and then falls away at the field

edge. The region of a profile where the dose falls off is called the penumbra.
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Figure 1.14: A 10x10 cm2, 15 MeV electron beam dose profile curve at 4 cm
depth.

An electron beam dose profile curve is similar in shape to a photon beam dose pro-

file curve because of the similar physical factors governing the penumbra, however the

penumbral width increases rapidly with depth for an electron beam.

1.8.4 Electron isodose curves

Electron beam dose distributions can be represented in 2 dimensions by an isodose curve,

as shown in figure 1.15. The figure shows how the penumbra width increases with depth
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as the electrons are deflected laterally
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Figure 1.15: A 10x10 cm2, 15 MeV electron beam isodose curve.

1.9 Electron density

The electron density, p",, is the number of electrons in a medium per unit volume. The

electron density is important for dose calculation since in the dominant X-ray interac-

tion process (Compton scattering) the photon interacts with electrons in the absorbing

medium. Hence the probability of interaction is proportional to the electron density.

The electron density p" is related to the mass density by the equation

p": NuZÃ (1.45)

Electron density is usually given as a fraction of the electron density of water, p"-. The

electron density relative to water pf is

Z
pPi:I 80 A

(1.46)
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The relative electron density of a patient can be determinedfrom a computed tomography

(CT) examination. A CT exam involves arcing a diagnostic energy X-ray source around

a patient. The photons passing through the patient give a detector response from which

an image of CT numbers (Hounsfield numbers) are formed by back-projection of the

transmitted X-rays. The Hounsfield numbers (f/) are given by

rr ltrüssue - ltrwøte

þuøter

The electron d.ensity relative to water is derived from Hounsfield numbers byt48t

oi : R-ffi+ t,

(r.47)

(1.48)

where ft,., is the ratio of CT to electron density number. .R-., for soft tissues is 1.0, however

& i. reduced for bone as the increased attenuation of the CT scanner photon beam in

bone compared to water because of the dominance of the photoelectric effect at CT

energres.

1.1-0 Radiological depth

Radiological depth is the depth d/ in water, which attenuates a photon beam as much

as the physical depth in a heterogeneous medium, d. Radiological depth is used in the

calculation of kerma and terma, and is calculated by a raytrace along a line r from the

surface (or another point of interest) to the point d,

! ace
il p!(r)tu. (1.4e)
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Chapter 2

Current Dose Calculation Methods

2.L Introduction

In radiotherapy procedures it is advantageous to achieve a high uniform dose to the

tumour volume, whilst minimising dose io healthy tissue. Such a treatment is achieved

by varying the particle type, number of fields, field size, beam energy and position, and

the inclusion of external beam shaping devices such as blocks, wedges and cut-outs.

To determine the dose to the patient from each field (and hence the summed dose for

treatment), an accurate dose caiculation method is needed.

The benefit of accurate dose calculation in radiotherapy is the availability of better qual-

ity information with which to prescribe treatments, and confidence when radiobiological

models and/or optimisation procedures are applied in the planning phase. The complex-

ity of electron transport and energy deposition in radiotherapy (as outlined in chapter 1)

makes an accurate calcuiation of the dose to a patient difficult in situations where density

ùt
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inhomogeneities or atomic number variations are present. The tumour control proba-

bility and normal tissue complication probability are very sensitive to absorbed dose[4O]

and therefore accurate dose calculation algorithms are needed.

The accuracy of dose calculation algorithms installed on commercial treatment planning

systems is dependent on how rigorously the actual physical particle transport processes

are modelled. Until the recent availability and affordability of adequately powerful com-

puters on which to base treatment planning systems, rigorous dose calculations were

impractical for routine treatment planning because of the excessive computation time

required. Currently, much research is being conducted to develop sophisticated, accurate

dose calcuiation software which can take advantage of the powerful hardware available.

The ideal dose caiculation method should: (i) include 3-D geometry, (ii) use 3-D density

[CT] information, (iii) utilise a 3-D description of the beam, (iv) include 3-D scatter and

interface effects within the patient, (v) calculate the dose at all points in the volume and

(vi) be fast enough for routine clinical use.[49] The challenge for designers of dose calcula-

tion algorithms is to incorporate (i) through (v) without needing excessive computation

time (and ultimately calculate dose in real time). The advantages and disadvantages of

the currently used dose calculation algorithms for photon and electron beam planning,

as well as contemporary algorithms yet to be used in treatment planning are discussed

in this chapter.

Realistic dose calculation algorithms require accurate incident beam data or beam char-

acterisation to obtain results consistent with experiment. With beam modelling tech-

niques such as the implementation of gglMISOl and other models,[51'62'17' 46' 53' 54' 55]

accurate beam data is available.
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2.2 Photon beam dose calculation algorithms

Inhomogeneity corrections for photon beams can be broadly grouped into four categories

(i) those that correct for primary photon transport only (eg. effective pathlength),

(ii) those that correct for primary and scattered photon transport (eg. the Equivaient

Tissue-Air Ratio method), (iii) those that account for primary and scattered photons,

and charged particle transport by macroscopic means (eg. superposition) and (iv) those

that account for primary and scattered photon transport, and charged particle transport

by modelling microscopic interactions (eg. Monte Carlo).

2.2.t The Effective Pathlength method

The effective pathlength method uses a simple correction factor to modify depth dose

data. The correction factor is a ratio of the dose at the radiological depth to dose at the

geometrical depth in water, and an inverse square correction to account for the difference

in distance from the beam source to the radiological and geometrical depths respectively.

The radiological depth, d', of point d, is found by summing the product of the thickness,

/, and the density, p, of the material that each ray passes through,

d- t t¿P¿ (2.1)
i=sur f ace

The dose to this point, D(d,), is found from a dose distribution measured in water,

modified by the effective depth and inverse square fall-off,

,1

where D-(d') is the dose value in water at depth d/

(2.2)
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The result gives a consistent overprediction of dose in low density media because this

method only scales depth dose data, and does not attempt to correct for secondary

interactions.

2.2.2 The Equivalent Tissue-Air Ratio method

Introduction

The Equivalent Tissue-Air Ratio (nran) method devised by Sontag and Cunningham[561

was the first algorithm which attempted to correct for the scatter dose component. This

correction is achieved by scaling the beam size in proportion to the lateral electron density

distribution and associated photon scattering. At each calculation point, the contribution

of surrounding voxels to the scatter dose is calculated using weighting factors. The scatter

dose is then calculated as that which would exist in a unit density medium with the same

effective beam radius.

ETAR is a scatter function model (calculates scatter dose separately) taking some account

of the density distribution throughout the medium in calculating the dose to a point.

ETAR uses two simplifications (i) CT slice coalescing to produce a single CT slice from

which to calculate effective radii at an appropriate offset from the calculation plane and

(ii) the use of geometric distances instead of radiological distances when the weighting

factors are calculated.

The ETAR method relies on O'Connor's range scaling theoreml5î which predicts that the

dose to a point in a homogeneous non-unit density medium is the same as the dose to

a point in a unit density medium provided the depth and beam radius are scaled with

density.
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Tissue-Air Ratio

A Tissue-Air Ratio (TAR) is the ratio of the dose at a given point in tissue to the dose

in air at the same point. A TAR describes the effect of attenuation (by the effective

pathlength) and scatter (by the effective radius) on X-ray beams. A TAR can written

as a sum of these two components,

T AR(d,r) : T AR(d, 0) + S AR(d,r), (2.3)

where T AR(d,r) is the TAR at depih d and radius r, T AR(d,O) is the TAR for primary

radiation only, and S AR(d,,r) is the Scatter-Air Ratio (SAR) used to calculate the

amount of scattered radiation in a phantom. Similar to a TAR, a SAR is defined as the

ratio of the scatter dose at a given point in tissue to that in air at the same point.

Method

The inhomogeneity correction factor, CF, is defined as

(2.4)

where d' is the radiological depth (which accounts for the modification in primary dose),

and r' is the radius of the equivalent homogeneous medium of unit density (to account

for the relative 'scattering power' of neighbouring voxels). r' is found by first calculating

the effective density, p', by performing a weighted sum of the density elements pi,j,rc

represented by pixels in CT scans surrounding the calculation point (a 3-D summation),

(2.5)

where Wn,j,r are the weighting factors for each of the density volume elements in the

irradiated volume. In practice this 3-D summation is too time consuming so the CT
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scans a e coalesced into one slice. For each i,rj in the condensed scan, these is an

effective density p;,¡. The effective density p/ is found from the 2-D summation,

p' -D"; P;,¡W¿'

D;,¡W¿'
(2.6)

r' is simply the beam radius multiplied by the effective density.

Results

A problem vvith ETAR is that is cannot account for electronic disequiiibrium. Scatter

function models cannot predict situations of electronic disequilibrium because they rely

on TAR measurements obtained under equilibrium conditions to calculate the primary

and scatter dose components. This assumption is valid for low energy photons (eg. 60Co)

as the range of the secondary electrons produced is small, but not for megavoltage beams.

Figure 2.1 shows the central axis depth dose curves in a lung phantom for a 5x5 cm2

18 MV beam, as measured by experiment and calculated by ETAR and superposition.

Because of the low density of the lung tissue, the secondary electron range is increased,

and hence electrons scattered from the central axis of the beam are not replaced by elec-

trons scattered into the centrai axis, resulting in a situation of electronic disequilibrium

at the central aixs. The ETAR calculations significantly overpredict the dose in lung as

the electronic disequilibrium at the central axis in the lung region is not accounted for.

2.2.3 The Delta Volume method

The Delta-Volume -"1¡o¿[58J uses an approach similar to the differential scatter-air ratio

-"1ho¿[59J for the first-scatter contribution, and a method similar to ETAR in approxi-

mating the primary and multiple scatter contribution. This method assumes electronic

equilibrium exists and that Compton scatter dominates when calculating dose.
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Figure 2.1: Convolution, ETAR and experimental depth dose curves in a lung
phantom for a 5x5 cm2 18 MV beam. The curves are normalised to 100% at
the depth of maximum dose. The density from 0-4 cm and L2-20 cm is 1.0 g
cm-3 and from 4-L2 cm is 0.3 g cm-3. The experimental measurements are
courtesy of Metcalfe et al.l6]
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Scattered dose is accounted for by a two-stage approach (i) a first-scatter dose is calcu-

lated by ray-tracing, to which is added the second-scatter component, assumed to be in

the same direction as the first scatter component, and (ii) the residual multiple scatter

dose is approximated by a function such that the total dose calculation accounts for the

effects of small voids on the dose in water and the dose in homogeneous non-unit density

media.

Experimental results in a variety of phantoms give maximum errors of less than 3% (less

than those found for other scatter function models). However, only 60Co beams were

used in the experimental verification,[58] .o the range of the secondary electrons is small

and electronic equilibrium exists. The delta-volume method will not accurately predict

dose in regions of electronic disequilibrium.

2.2.4 The Monte Carlo method

Introduction

Monte Carlo techniques involve simulating physical and mathematical situations by the

sampling of random variabies. These methods are well suited to the simulation of parti-

cle transport, since probability is implicit in the quantum mechanical interaction of the

particles. Full Monte Carlo modelling is a direct simulation of the physical processes

occurring in radiation transport, and therefore has the capability of giving results as

accurately as statistical errors (and the mathematical representation of the physical pro-

cesses) will allow, if the radiation source and phantom are accurately modelled.[60' 61' 62]

To calculate dose using Monte Carlo radiation transport simulations, the input data

required are the phase space (location, direction and energy) of the incident particles

and the composition of the absorbing medium.
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The two main Monte Carlo codes used in medical physics are Electron Gamma Shower

version 4 (nCS+¡t8' 631 and Electron TRANsport (efnnV)[9' 64] ¡6ongh there are a number

of other codes in use such as the Integrated Tiger Series (ffS¡t65' 661 code (a derivative

of ETRAN), the Monte Carlo Neutron-Photon (UCfVf¡t0î code, and the PEREGRINEI6S' 691

all-particle Monte Carlo code. These programs explicitly model coupled photon and

electron transport through arbitrary media and geometries using quantum mechanically

derived cross-section, scattering and particle production routines.

Electron Gamma Shower version 4 (EGS4)

Originally developed for high energy physics at Stanford Linear Accelerator Center,

the most commonly used and cited Monte Carlo code used in medical physics re-

search is EGS4. EGS4 is freely available from the ftp site: anonymous@nrcnet0.nrc.ca

1I32.246.L60.2], has its own World Wide Web site: http://ehssun.lbl.gov/egs/egs.html,

and EGS+-related discussions are held on the listserver: egs4-l@slacvm.bitnet.

EGS4 consists of both user-written code and EGS4 code. The user-code consists of three

sub-programs:

(i) MAIN sets up the simulation parameters, initialises particle histories and outputs

the results of the simulation,

(ii) HoI'IFAR is a geometry routine, where the distance from the particle to the nearest

region boundary is calculated before a particle step is taken, and the step is modified

if necessary. The geometry can include structures defined in Cartesian, cylindrical,

polar, elliptical etc co-ordinates, and

(iii) AUSGAB is a scoring routine where the particle parameters, such as dose deposi

tion, particle energy, position and angle are recorded.

The EGS4 code system has four main subroutines
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(i) HATCH performs a once-only initialisation for an EGS4 simulation by reading ma-

terial data for the media from a data set that has been previously created by PEGS4

(a pre-processor for EGS4 which calculates cross-sections, branching ratios and scat-

tering coefficients for the absorbing media),

(ii) SHottER is called to initiate a particle history, given the particle's initial position,

charge, direction and energy,

(iii) ELECTR transports all electrons initiated by SHOI'íER, and any subsequently pro-

duced electrons (eg in pair production interactions), and similariy

(iv) nHofoN transports all photons produced by SHOWER, and any subsequently pro-

duced photons (eg in bremsstrahlung interactions).

The physical processes of electron transport are bremsstrahlung production (AnnUS),

BhahbatlgJ lnHmaa)and Møllertl81 (uorrnR)scattering, annihilatr¡ooll3] (alltvru), Molière

scatteringl33' 34] (USClr) and ionisational losses. The photon interaction processes are

Compton scattering (COUer), pair production (R^o,tR)and photoelectric interactions (enOfO).

These processes are outlined in chapter 1.

Figure 2.2 shows the structure of EGS4, and the relationships of the various subroutines

to the user-written code.

To calculate electron transport, each incident particle, and any particle subsequently

set in motion, is transported until its energy drops below a cut-off value (see below)

or has left the geometry defined in the simulation. The position of interaction, type of

interaction and the energy and direction of the particles after interaction, are calculated

using random numbers to sample the relevant probability distribution produced from

physical formulae. The physical set up of the simulation, such as field size, SSD and

particle energy are specified in the input file, as well as the geometry and composition

of the medium ("g. . slab of wa,ter divided into a number of cubic voxels). The output

options, such as energy deposited in the water voxels, are also specified in the input file.

As the number of particle histories simulated increases, statistical fluctuations decrease,

and hence the results obtained become more repÌoducible and, if the setup is accurate,
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User-written code

EGS4 code

Figure 2.2: The structure of EGS4, and the relationships of the various subrou-
tines to the user-written code.

approach those which would be obtained experimentally.l

Electron-photon transport in EGS4 requires four energy cut-off parameters: AE, AP, ECUT

and pCUt. AE (electrons) and ÄP (photons) are the energy loss cut-off values, below

which discrete eneïgy loss events, such as ó-ray and bremsstrahlung production, do not

occur, and these energy losses are included in the stopping power. ECUT (electrons)

and pCUt (photons) are the energy transport cut-off values, below which a particle

is discarded, and its remaining kinetic energy is deposited locally. Increasing these

parameters can significantly reduce computation time, at the expense of a decrease in

the accuracy of the results obtained.[8]

The EGS4 code has been shown to be accurate to within experimental error in many

situations.t60l Figrrr" 2.3 (courtesy Shortt "t ot.l7}l) shows experimental and EGS4 cal-

culated depth dose distributions from a 20 MeV beam of electrons incident on a water

phantom with air and aluminium cylinders at 2 mm depth. Excellent agreement is found

lThe number of particles per joule delivered experimentally is of the order of 1012, and hence the
statistical uncertainty in energy deposition experimentally is reduced to a negligible value.
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between EGS4 and experimental results in all three situations.
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Figure 2.3: Depth dose distributions from a 20 MeV beam of electrons incident
on a water phantom with air and aluminium cylinders at 2 mm depth. The
o's represent measured homogeneous phantom data, the x's the case with
the aluminium cylinder, the triangles the case with the air cylinder. The
histograms are EGS4 calculated results. Figure courtesy Shortt et aI.lTOl

Electron TRANsport (ETRAN)

The ETRAN[9' 64] ¡4otrte Carlo codes have been developed at the (US) National Bureau of

Standards over the past 25 years. In its current form, ETRAN is accurate for transport of

electrons above 10-20 keV (in low atomic number materials) to 1 GeV. The current ver-

sion a,c.c.or-rnts for incident eìectrons, positrons and photons, and all secondary radiations,

including knock-on electrons, bremsstrahlung and annihilation radiation, Compton elec-

trons, photoelectrons, electron/positron pairs, K-shell characteristic X-rays and Auger

electrons.
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Because the individual elastic and inelastic Coulomb interactions that occur during the

passage of a high energy electron through matter are too numerous to simulate directly

(currently!), the electron trajectories are condensed into macroscopic steps, each rep-

resenting numerous interactions (multiple scattering steps). For each segment, the net

angular deflection and energy loss are sampled from the Goudsmit-Saunderson (GS)

multiple scattering distribution. [32]

The advantages of GS theory over Molière theory (used by EcSa) are that the GS theory

is not derived in a small angular approximation, so is exact for any angle, and it can

be evaluated with any desired single scattering cross section (however by modifying the

Molière formalism according to Bethe[71] by u sinîl0 term, large angle scattering can

be accounted for as well)

As with EGS4, ETRAN has been shown to agree with experimental results for a wide variety

of physical situations.l7ä Fign." 2.4 (from Berger[72J¡ shows a comparison of ETRAN cal-

culated, moment method calculated (from Spencer[73J) and measured (from Mclaughlin

and HussmrtrtT4J¡ depth dose curves from 3 MeV electrons incident on aluminium. Close

agreement is obtained between ETRAN and experimental results.

Comparing EGS and gtRlN

Apart from using different multiple scattering theories, ETRAN and Ecs differ in the

creation and transport of secondary particles. ETRAN accounts for this within the multiple

scattering theory, and the creation of a secondary electron does not directly affect the

primary electron (a class I algorithmtTSJ¡. However EGS explicitly creates and transports

secondary electrons, and the energy of the primary electron is directly correlated to the

creation of secondary electrons (a class II algorithm).

ETRAN transports electrons more rigorousiy than EGS at low energies as it uses the total

Compton cross-section for bound electrons, whereas EGS uses only the free electron cross
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Figure 2.4: A comparison of gtn^AJtI (histogram) and measured (dots) depth
dose curves for 3 MeV electrons incident on aluminium. (The solid curve is
from a moment method). Figure courtesy of Berger.[72]

section. Also, EGS does not generate fluorescent photons or Auger electrons after a

photoelectric event while ETRAN does. However EGS includes Rayleigh scattering which

ETRAN ignores.[76J

The electron transport step length is determined in ETRAN by decreasing the electron's

energy by an (on average) constant fraction. However EGS allows all physical processes

and boundaries to affect the choice of step size.[76]

ETRAN is a packaged code in which the user only need install the code and then prepare

the appropriate input files. The code then produces its standard output which includes

energy and charge deposition within regions, fluence spectra within regions etc. With

the EGS system, it is up to the individual user to write a user code (such as INHOM[8]

and the Rtp series[7]). This gives the user much flexibility in terms of geometry and

scoring quantities, however the user needs to know much more about the details of the

system. It aÌso means that EGS can more easily be adapted to execute efficiently for a
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particular problem by taking advantage of variance reduction techniques.[7q Therefore

ETRAN is easier for certain situations, however is virtually impossible to adapt to specific

situations; for such probiems EGS has many advantages.[76J

Summary

The only limitation of these Monte Carlo codes is the computation time needed to obtain

a dose distribution, and of course errors in set-up or analysis at the human interface.

The time limitation prohibits the use of Monte Carlo for routine planning with today's

technology. The challenge is to create an electron dose calculation algorithm approaching

the accuracy of Monte Carlo, which can be calculated in a clinically realistic time, and

eventually real time.

Already codes are being developed, such as the PENELOPEIT9j code, which model individ-

ual elastic and inelastic particle scattering events. The simulation of individual scattering

events are likely to be a standard feature for future Monte Carlo particle transport codes,

however, they will require even more intensive computation.

2.2.5 The Superposition/Convolution method

Introduction

The conaolution of two functions /(c) and g(ø), denoted / I9, is defined. as[80]

/(") s g(x): I*_¡t"¡n@ - u)d,u. (2.7)

If the function g(r - u) is variant (ie. dependent on another variable such as mass
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density), the convolution becomes a superposition.

Superposition/convolution methods for photon beam dose calculation have been under

development for the past decade, and have been shown by many researchers to provide ac-

curate and timeefficient dose calculation.[16,81,82,83,84,85,86,87,88, 44,89,6,90,91] 1¡"
superposition technique accounts for the range of secondary electrons, and hence situa-

tions of electronic disequilibrium: in particular, the increased range of electrons in lung,

and the resulting lateral electronic disequilibrium, is explicitly modelled. Metcalfe eú

ø/.[6] showed that ignoring secondary electron range can lead to large errors in the dose

calculated by methods which only account accurately for scattered photons, such as the

¡1¡¡t56J algorithm described in section 2.2.2.

Method

In a convolution calculation, the total energy released per unit mass (úer-ot16l¡ is

convolved with energy d,eposition leernelslS7l to obtain the dose distribution, as shown

schematically in figure 2.5. For a medium that is in general inhomogeneous, the dose at

a point r is given bt[86' 88]

D(r) - l,,rçr'¡pçr')fr(" - r', po,")lpooudst', (2.8)

where 7(r') is the terma at a photon interaction site r' and H(, - rt, pou") is the energy

deposition kernel value for a dispacement r - r' in a medium where the average density

between r and f is po,".

Conventional convolution algorithms rely on a rectilinear density scaling method based

on O'Connor's theore-l5î 1e account for secondary electron and scattered photon trans-

port in inhomogeneous media. The rectilinear scaling method is discussed in detail below.
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Figure 2.5: The dose is obtained by convolving the terma with the energy
deposition kernels.

Constructing kernels for experimental beams

In order to calculate dose using convolution for experimental beams both the terma and

the kernels need to be accurately defined. Experimental photon beams have a spectrum

of photon energies, which soften off axis (refer section 1.7.1), and it is often difficult to

obtain kernels to fit these beams.

Single value decomposition or simulated annealing optimisation can be used to extract

kernels from experimentally derived dose distributions[92'931 lwithout requiring Monte

Carlo or analytically generated kernels). Methods which use Monte Carlo energy depo-

sition kernels use previously derived beam spectra such as those published by Mohan

"¿ 
o¡.143) and Ahnesjö eú o¡.182J These spectra can be adjusted to fit dose distributions

for individual clinical beams. Analytical kernels have been constructed using multiple

scattering theory. [941
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Kernel tilting

Clinical photon beams originate from a virtually point source. Therefore, for a finite

field size at the patient plane, the photons off-axis will be divergent. In creating the

kernels, the energy deposition grid is aligned in the incident photon direction, so it is

logical that for a divergent beam the energy deposition grid should be orientated (or

titted) in line with the photon direction. Howcvcr, in tilting thc kcrncls thcy arc no

longer aligned with the dose grid, and a computationally expensive kernel tilting opera-

tion is needed. to transform the tilted kernel onto the dose grid. Sharpe and Battista[9U

conducted a study of kernel tilting in homogeneous media, and concluded that the dif-

ference between a calculation incorporating kernel tilting and that incorporating only

parallel kernels showed differences of less than 3% for SSD's greater than 80 cm. How-

ever, they state that the validity of the parallel kernel approximation in the presence of

tissue heterogeneities requires further study, as the importance of kernei orientation may

be accentuated near low density structures because of the increased range of secondary

photons and electrons. Throughout this thesis the parallel kernel approximation is made

when using superposition-based calculations.

The rectilinear density scaling method

Using rectilinear scaling, the average density between the interaction and the deposition

site, por", is

Paøe : * l.', o {') a'' (2'9)

Woo and Cunningham[95] sho*ed that using rectilinear scaling for secondary electron

transport leads to an over-estimation in dose in a layer beyond a high to low clensity

interface due to primary interactions before the interface. This over-estimation is because

the largest contribution to lateral electron spread at a plane is from scattering events

furthest from the plane, and this effect is not accounted for by rectilinear scaling.l88l
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Similarly, the dose beyond a low to high density interface due to primary interactions

before the interface is underestimated. Evidence of this problem is highlighted in figure

2.6, where Monte Carlo dotplots of the electrons resulting from 100 incident 5 MeV

photons traversing (a) a low density region (0.25 g cm-3) to a high density region (1.0

g cm-3), and (b) a high density region to a low density region, are shown. The dashed

lines shown in figure 2.6 are where the average density from the interaction site is the

same in both plots. Note that the spread of electrons at the dashed line plane in the low

to high density case (left) is significantly narrower than the spread of electrons in the

high to low density case (right). This difference is because in the high to low density case

(right), the bulk of the scattering is occurring cioser to the interaction site and hence

gives a wider projection at the deposition layer, whereas the opposite is occurring in the

low to high density case. The current rectilinear scaling method assumes the spread to

be the same in both cases, and ignores the density distribution between the interaction

and deposition site.

The dose due to electrons set in motion at the interaction site (primary dose) makes up

most of the total dose,[96] especially for smali fieids. Hence, any errors in the primary

dose will result in similarly sized errors in the total dose. The rectilinear approximation

is valid for dose due to electrons set in motion by scattered photons (scatter dose)[96' 9z]

since the photons travel in straight lines from the interaction site, and the range of the

subsequently ejected electrons is much less than the mean free path of the scattered

photons. These scattered photons can produce further scattered photons, to which the

rectilinear density scaling method is not valid, but the dose contribution from these

second and multiply scattered photons is small.[81]

Results

Figure 2.1 shows depth dose curves for a 5x5 cm2, 18 MV beam in a water-lung-water

phantom predicted by superposition (using rectilinear scaling) and UTRR. Also shown
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Figure 2.6: Monte Carlo generated dotplots of electrons ejected by 5 MeV
photons forced to interact at X. The plot on the left shows a low to high
density geometry (0.25-1.0 g cm-3) while the plot on the right shows a high to
low density geometry. The solid line shows the boundary between the media
of different density, and the dashed line in both plots is a line of equivalent
average density from the interaction site. These plots were obtained using
Monte Carlo by forcing photon interactions at X, and recording the ø and
z positions of the subsequently ejected electrons as they were transported
through the medium.
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are experimentalresults from Metcalfe et ø/.t61 This figure shows that the superposition

curve is much closer to the experimental curve than is ihe ETAR curve. However, there is

still a dose discrepancy in the superposition curve of approximately 5To in the beginning

of the lung region (at 6 cm deep) and 3To in the build-up part at the second water

interface. The superposition algorithm accounts for electronic disequilibrium, but not

for the different scattering conditions across the water/lung interface, and the lung/water

interface.

2.2.6 Variations of superposition

Single polyenergetic superposition vs components superposition

Clinical X-ray beams are composed of photons with a spectrum of energies. Superposi-

tion for a beam composed of a spectrum of photon energies can be performed either by

summing monoenergetic kernels to obtain a polyenergetic kernel prior to the convolution

(single polyenergetic method), or alternatively by performing a separate convolution for

each component of the photon beam spectra (components method) weighted according

to the photon spectrum. For a spectrum of /ú bins, the components method will take

up to lú times as long to calculate as the single polyenergetic method.

The terma calculation accounts for the loss of primary photons from the beam correctiy,

but does not account for the different fraction of energy given to secondary electrons

as the average energy of the beam increases with depth, not does it account for the

increased range of the secondary electrons with depth due to the increasing average

energy. The single polyenergetic method has these limitations, which are overcome by

the components method (at the expense of increased computation time).

Methods have been proposed to account for the change in the fraction of energy given to
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secondary electrons when using the single polyenergetic superposition method.[44' 98' 99]

None of these methods account for the increased range of the secondary electrons, but this

has little effect on the dose distribution. Throughout this thesis, the single polyenergetic

method is used for the superposition calculations.

Collapsed cone convolution

In order to increase the speed of convolution calculations, Ahnesjöt8l1 proposed the col-

lapsed cone convolution (ccc) method (also called run-length raytracingttOOl¡. In CCC

the energy deposition kernel is divided into a number of cones, with each cone radiating

away from the interaction site and contributing to a fraction of the solid angle around

the interaction site. The energy deposited along each cone is 'collapsed'into a line which

passes through the centre of the cone. The energy deposition along this line is then de-

scribed by an analytic function. Hence the kernel becomes a number of energy deposition

lines. This implementation reduces the superposition time from being proportionai to

.ff6, to being proportion al to M N3, where Iú is the number of voxels along one side of the

dose grid, and M is the number of cones to be considered for each point. As the number

of cones decreases the computation time decreases, but less voxels are intersected by

cones, so the accuracy of the method also decreases. CCC has been implemented on two

radiotherapy treatment planning systems, TM$[1011 and PINNAC¡B3. t10Z

Fourier transform convolution

For a homogeneous medium (where the kernel is invariant, and the calculation is a true

convolution) the convolution can be performed in Fourier space,[83' 103' 104' ]'05' 106' 107' 1081

(2.10)f(D):F(r)xF(H),
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where .F denotes the Fourier transform operation. The use of fast Fourier transformsl8O]

increases the speed of the convolution calculation (eg. by a factor of 250 times for a

64x64x64 -utr.¡;[104J), however the Fourier transform is strictly only valid for homoge-

neous, water equivalent phantoms with monoenergetic, monodirectional photon beams.

Atomic number effects superposition

Apart from the limitation of rectilinear scaling at interfaces, another limitation of super-

position is that it takes no account of the effect of non-waterlike composition materials

on the radiation transport. Papanikolau and Mack¡"t109 extended the superposition

method to include the effects of higher atomic number (Z>8) inhomogeneities that can

be encountered in clinical situations.

Superposition kernels were computed for media with varying atomic numbers, and the

raytracing and kernel scaling was implemented so that when a medium interface is

crossed, the kernel specific to that medium is used in the superposition equation. This

algorithm was tested for different photon energies and the results were in good agreement

with measurements.

2.3 Electron beam dose calculation algorithms

2.3.L Introduction

Electron beam radiotherapy is the treatment mode of choice for a number of treatment

situations. Tumours of the skin, or at shallow depths are particularly suited to electron

beam treatment because the electron beam dose distribution is uniform to a well defined
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depth, after which the dose falls off rapidly as the electrons lose energy and stop. Dose

can thus be delivered to a shallow or superficial tumour while minimising dose to the

underlying healthy tissue. The increased use of electron beam therapy has encouraged

the development of accurate electron beam dose calculation algorithms. Most comput-

erised treatment planning systems can nol / be used for electron beam planning, however

clinical electron beam dose calculation algorithms are not as well deveioped as those for

photon beam planning, and hence have been shown to produce dosimetric errors of up

to 40T0.17,110J g¡¡"tr the electron field is only used as a'boost' (eg. 10 Gy out of a total

treatment of 60 Gy), the overall error becomes small. However, the accuracy becomes

significant for large non-boost treatments involving cavities.

This section reviews the two currently implemented methods of electron beam dose cal-

culation on clinically used radiotherapy treatment planning systems, the Effective Depth

MethodtSl and the Pencil Beam MethodtllL, 112, I13,47,114, 115, 116, l'17, 381 and also the

more ad.vanced analytical based calculations of the 3-D Pencil Beam method,[I18' 119' 29]

Pencil Beam Redefinition,ll20, I2L, t22,36] the Multi- ray model ,1123, 
l24l David Jette's

multiple scattering work,[37' 125' L26' L27 ' 128' 129' 130' 1311 p¡ut" Space Evolution,[132' 133' 134]

and the Monte Carlo based algorithms of ETRAN,[9, 64] EcS4,[8' 631 St O"tpositio¡¡[135' 136' 137]

and Macro-Monte Carlo.[138' 139] 1ry¡"te possible, a dose calculation result for each

method is compared to experiment or Monte Carlo. As different geometries have been

studied in the literature it is not possible to compare the accuracy or computation time

of these methods for the same geometry.

2.3.2 The Effective Depth method

In the effective depth method[3] [also called the Coefficient of Equivalent Thickness

(CET) method[14oì] each point in the dose calculation matrix is assigned a radiologi-

cal depth by a ray trace from the surface to the calculation point, as in the effective

pathlength method for photon beams (refer section 2.2.I). The dose D(d,), is found from
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a dose distribution measured in water, modified by the effective depth and inverse square

fall-off,

(d) :D.(d;)"ffi. (2.11)

Note that the SSD for electron beams is a measured quantity due to the scattering in

the foils and air. It generally iies between the two foiis.

The effective depth method does not account for the change in the multiple scattering

of electrons in heterogeneous media. As multiple scattering is the dominant physicai

process in electron beam radiotherapytl3Ol this method is prone to error. Increases in

the dose in bone and soft tissue immediately downstream of bone, as well as the 'hot'

and 'cold' spots lateral to the edge of the bone-water interface are not predicl"¿.[141J

2.3.3 The Pencil Beam method

Introduction

A pencil beam refers to a beam of electrons of small cross-sectional area. The dose result-

ing from a broad beam can be calculated by summing the contribution from elemental

pencil beams.

The most sophisticated electron beam algorithms installed on contemporary commercial

treatment planning systems are based on the Pencil Beam Method. In the 2-D pencil

beam method, the pencil beams are 'strip' beams, defined within the limit of the col-

Iimator projected to the calculation depth. There are currently two main pencil beam

models: (i) the Gaussian modsl[11l' rr2'47' 114' 115] which assumes that the dose due

to each pencil beam has a Gaussian off-axis profile, and (ii) the generalised Gaussian

model[113' 117, 116, ]42) 
çu superposition of several Gaussian distributions), which takes

iarge angle scattering events into account. The Gaussian model ignores important large
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angle scattering processes, and assumes that electrons only undergo multiple small angle

deflections. The true pencil beam dose profile is more sharply peaked than a Gaussian,

and has longer tails.[11ï

Theoretically any electron transport model can be used to calculate the angular scat-

tering with depth. The resulting accuracy in the angular scattering calculations used in

the electron transport (and hence the dose distribution) will depend on the assumptions

and limitations used in the transport model. The most commonly used transport model

is FE theory (refer section 1.4.3).

Method

Each pencil beam is considered to be composed of mono-energetic electrons having an

angular divergence (mean angle), and a spread in angles about the mean angle. These

parameters can be found using FE theory. The dose distribution resulting from each

pencil beam can then be summed to give the dose distribution in the material lying

beneath the collimator by

D (', y,') - I I "ou¿*oto,w 
(*', y', o)d(x', u, z i r'l, y') da' d'y' (2.r2)

where W(r',g',0) is the relative strength of the beam at rt,y',0, and d(*,A,2;æ',y') is

the dose contribution at (ø, grz)ftorr- a pencil beam whose central axis passes through

(*' ,a' , z).

Equation 2.12 is evaluated assuming the incident beam to be a coliection of parallel

pencil beams incident normally to the colJimation plane (and hence the beam must be

integrated over the projection of the collimator to the surface). In practice, the intensity

profile of the beam at depth z is assumed to be due to the scattering occurring in the air

(in the absence of the patient), given by the projected angular spread from the collimator
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f.ace, oo¿,.2 The further spread of each pencil beam, opatl is then due only to the multiple

Coulomb scattering occurring in the patient. This 'deconvolution'of the lateral pencil

beam spread allows differences in scattering between adjacent pencil beams within the

patient to have an effect, rather than being dominated by the scattering occurring in the

alr

The Gaussian distributions from each pencil beam are summed to give a broad beam

distribution using error function terms.

Using the method of Hogstrom eú o¡.lll2) for a rectangular field of size W X Z x WY 23

and incorporating the 2-D inhomogeneity correction, equation2.I2 is redefine¿ u.[38Ì

D(*,y, z) : W(x,y) WXZ12 - a¿

rto"¿,(z
r¿-Lnf2-æX-

2

N;
D
i=L

1

1Æoo"¿(r¿, z) tÆooo¿(r¿,, z

il-,(
þ'' (

,.å 
þ"'( )

xDfi,o(0,0 x

* erf

)

v

r¿*Læ12-
)

t I erl

+ erl wY zl2 +
,fz"ç a¿., z)

SSD + Z"¡¡(a¿,2)
SSD+z

,
(2.13)

where erf is the standard error function, do¿, ãîd opat ãÍê the standard deviation of the

Iateral electron spread in air and ihe patient respectively, and Aæ is the thickness of the

strip beams (a beam of width WY Z and thickness Ar). The last term in equation 2.13 is

a central axis depth dose factor for infinite field size multiplied by the inverse square law

correction factor. This empirical term gives the correct central axis depth dose, which

accounts for electron stopping, and buildup, which are not modelled properly by the FE

theory.

Commercial implementations of this method have a number of serious limitations which

'ooi, = os.(Lslz), where øp. is the x-component of the angular standard deviation at the applicator
face and (derived from beam profiles in air), and .Ls is the gap between the collimator face and the
medium surface.

3W X Z xWY Z is the projected collimator size at z, given by W X(I+ z ISSD) and WY (I* z /SSD)
respectively.
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reduce the accuracy of the calculations for various beam and patient configurations, such

(i) The a,ìgorithms are 2-dimensional. In calculating the dose distribution in a

transverse cross section of the body (the x-z plane), the body is assumed to be

invariant in the y-direction. This means that variations in body structure aïvay

from the plane of calculation have no effect on the calculation. Large errors can

then arise, especially when small air cavities or bone regions 
"*¡.1.[119' 

29J

(ii) Dose due to each percil bearu is caicula,ted as though the body cotsiste,:l uf

slabs with faces perpendicular to the beam (the infinite slab approximation), where

the composition of the slabs is determined by the material encountered along the

central axis of the pencil beam (for the central axis slice). It has been shown that

this approximation can lead to errors of 10-2070 in the dose behind an air cavity.[144

(iii) The range of the electrons is finite and differences in electron range (range

straggling) reduces the lateral spread of pencil beams at large depths which is not

predicted by FE theory.t1441 To overcome this limitation Werner ,¿ o¡.147J and van

Gasteren[l44] proposed modifications to FE theory to take account of the finite

range of the electrons. Also, Lax ef, ql.Î745' 116ì ,tt"¿ an empirical correction function

obtained from the quotient between FE theory and the Monte Carlo calculations of

Berger and Seltzer.l146l Bruinvis "¡ o¡.1r421 and Antol ak et al.lr47l included electron

range straggiing modifications to the FE theory, obtaining good agreement with

Monte Carlo results in the angular distribution shape and radial width.

Results

Figure 2.? (from Mah eú o¿.t1191¡ shows the dose distribution behind a 1 cm long cylinder

of hard bone irradiated by a 10 cm square field of 10 MeV electrons as measured ex-

perimentally and caiculated by a 2-D pencii beam method. The 2-D calculation cannot

distinguish between a 1 cm rod, and a rod which extends the full length of the field,

The method will overpredict the dose to points just beneath the rod, because it assumes

lateral scatter equilibrium in the y-direction, where in reality electrons are scattered

away from the region below the rod and are not replaced by electrons scattering into
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that region. Similarl¡ the 2-D model ignores inhomogeneities which are not in the plane

of calculation, and the modification to electron fluence which they cause.

For air and aluminium slab beam geometries (l-D inhomogeneities) disagreements be-

tween pencil beam dose calcuiations and Monte Carlo results are rather smdl.tlaü Dif-

ferences are due to the lack of backscatter, lack of large angle scattering and the intrinsic

small angle nature of the underiying theory. Cygter et al.l7l found up to a 40% w-
derprediction of the hot spot in a 'spine' phantom and up to a 35To disagreement in

a single aluminium cylinder phantom when the pencil beam method rffas compared to

experimental results.

2.3.4 The 3-D Pencil Beam method

The 3-D pencil beam methodlll8' 119' 29] is a logical extension of the 2-D pencil beam

model. In the 3-D case both beam dimensions are treated the same, instead of incor-

porating a y-scatter factor term. The 3-D algorithm has recently been implemented on

some commercial treatment planning systems. This method requires the same input

data as is already used in the 2-D method. To perform a 3-D heterogeneity correction,

equation 2.12 becomes[29]

D(t,Y,z): r a¡t L,xf2- x r¡-L,xf2-rNc N"

ÐDW
l=1 Ë=1

Utk ) )-""r(
) -'"r (

ål"r(
il-,(X

tf2oro¿(r¡ry¡,, z)

at-fLY12-Y
^,Æooor(x¡ry¡, 

,)
at-La12-u

1f2o"¿,(z)
WYZ12*ut

tfzooo¿(t¡ry¡, z) tf2ooo¡(x¡ry¡, z)

x Dftr6(0, 0, Z 
"¡ ¡ 

(æ ¡,, W, z)) x

WXZ12 - x¡ WXZ12 * r¡
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Figure 2.7: T}ce dose distribution behind a 1 cm long hard bone rod inserted
in water, irradiated by a 10 cm square field of 10 MeV electrons: (a) mea-
sured distribution; (b) 2-D pencil beam calculated distribution; (c) measured
greater than calculated; (d) caleulated greater than measured. Figure cour-
tesy Mah et al.fI-t9l
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Figure 2.8 (from Mah eú o¿.tl191¡ shows the dose distribution behind a I cm long cylinder

of hard bone irradiated by a 10 cm square field of 10 MeV electrons as measured exper-

imentally and calculated by a 3-D pencil beam method. The 3-D algorithm improves

agreement with measurements over the 2-D algorithm as the off-axis iength of the rod

is accounted for. In the area of the bone the 25% error found using the 2-D method is

reduced to L2%.llr91 Both the 2-D and 3-D methods fail to predict the dose correctly

in the penumbral region due to (i) the underprediction of large angle scattering and (ii)

neglect of the initial angular distribution at the surface.

The 3-D algorithm is much better at predicting the enhanced and reduced dose regions

below small inhomogeneities, such as bone and air cavities, since density changes in the

y-direction are accounted for. However, residual errors in the 3-D method suggest further

development is needed in the fundamental theory and implementation.[l19

For a 15 MeV 10x 10 cm2 beam, the time taken to calculate the dose distribution is 300 s

on a VAXstation 3500,t291 four times slower than that of the 2-D method..

2.3.5 The Pencil Beam Redefinition algorithm

Introduction

Pencil beam redefinitionll2O, 121, 722,36] (also termed the 'moments method') overcomes

the 'infinite slab' approximation of the pencil beam model, in which a pencil beam at the

surface is considered to penetrate through a slab-like medium defined by the material

encountered along the central axis of the pencil beam. Rather, in the redefinition method,

the lateral distribution of the pencil beam at each depth is used to redistribute electrons

into adjacent pencil beams when the beam is propagated from one depth to the next.

The parameters of the electron pencil beam are redefined continuously with depth in
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(a)

x

Figure 2.8: The dose distribution behind a 1 cm long hard bone rod inserted
in water, irradiated by a 1O cm square field of 10 MeV electronst (a) mea-
sured distribution; (b) 3-D pencil beam calculated distribution; (c) measured
greater than calculated; (d) calculated greater than measured. Figure cour-
tesy Mah et al.llLg)
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tissue by employing multiple energy and angular bins at each depth. The redefinition

concept was first used by Hogstrom "¡ o¡.fll2J but was limited to a single redefinition.

As with the pencil beam method, it is possible to use various models of angular scattering:

Shiu and Hogstromll2r' r22J used the approximation of a 3-term Gaussian function for

the angular distribution, Mclell an et o¿.136J used a moments method to expand the

angular distribution of each pencil beam in terms of a sum of Hermite polynomials to

calculate higher moments of the angular distribution. However, although the accuracy

of the generalised moments method increases with the number of moments calculated,

the computation becomes increasingly complex.

Method

In the redefinition method, pencil beams are defined at points on the surface and may

have initial energy and angular distributions. In propagating to the next layer, each

angular bin is projected to determine the point at which electrons in that bin will reach.

Scattering is simulated in each projection step so that electrons in each angular bin are

redistributed into other bins after the step. The angular distribution is caiculated from

the scattering power of the current layer, and the distance to the next layer.

In each step, electrons lose energy and eventually stop. This energy loss per bin corre-

sponds to energy deposition, and thus absorbed dose. The energy loss of electrons going

from a depth z to z I Lz is calculated by the product of the linear collisional stopping

portr/er of the medium and the path length lLzf cos(polar angle)]. The mean electron

energy in a pixel (at depth z * L,z) is then calculated, from which the projected angular

distribution on the x-z and y-z planes are determined. The pencil beam is now redefined

at depth z ! L,2,, with ali the pencii beam parameters and mean energy available for

each characteristic energy bin. The fluence is then calculateä from the planar fluence for

each energy bin.
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In theory, the redefinition method can model electron transport and calcuiate a dose

distribution without the necessity of adjusting the dose distribution to match measured

data. However in practice, because only the most significant physical interactions of

electrons with tissue have been modelled, an energy dependent correction factor is in-

corporated.

Results

Figure 2.9 (from Shiu and Hogstrom[122]) shows the dose distribution beneath a 0.5 cm

thick bone at 2.0 cm depth of water situated in the centre of a 15 MeV, 10x10 cm2 field

at 100 cm SSD as measured and calculated by the redefinition algorithm and the M. D.

Anderson Cancer Center 2-D pencil beam algorithm. The redefinition algorithm is able

to predict the hot and cold spots beneath the bone better than that of the 2-D pencil

beam algorithm.

The redefinition dose distribution shows better agreement with experimental results

in both homogeneous and heterogeneous phantoms than do conventional pencil beam

methods, especially in the region just distal to, and shadowed by the edge of the inho-

mogeneity. Shiu and Hogstrom[l22] stated that discrepancies between redefinition and

experiment may occur because energy straggling is not accounted for by their model.

Mclellan "¡ o¡.136) are currently working on incorporating the angular distribution using

theories of Molière,[33, 34] and Goudsmit and Saunderson,l32] u, well as the incorporation

of electron energy loss straggling theories such as that of Landau[149] itt¡e their moments

method to increase the accuracy of their algorithm with experiment.
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Figure 2.9: The dose distribution beneath a 0.5 cm thick bone at 2.O cm depth
of water situated in the centre of a 10x10 cm2 field, 15 MeV electrons, 100 cm
SSD; (a) measured data; (b) measured vs pencil beam redefinition calculated
data (left) and measured vs MDACC pencil beam calculations (right). Figure
from Shiu and Hogstrom.ll,22l
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Computation time

Mclellan 
"¿ 

o¡.136J reported calcuiation times of 30 minutes on a DEC LSI for a 10 x 10

cm2 10 MeV electron beam.

2.3.6 The Multi-ray model

Introduction

The pencil beam method can be improved by calculating the mean path of electrons

of a single pencil beam from the surface to the calculation point, and then assuming

that the different materials along the path are infinite in their lateral extent for the

purposes of determining the dose from that pencil beam.[123'124] go*"rrer, the root-

mean-square width of the pencil beam distributions is up to a few centimetres at depth

in water, so that the anatomical approximation becomes less valid for inhomogeneities

with lateral discontinuities and for those that are thick or substantially deep relative to

the surface.t121l Furthermore, the computation time for calculating the mean free path of

electrons for each pencil beam makes such an algorithm impractical for clinical ure.[122]

Method

The multi-ray model[124] was designed to overcome the slab approximation of the pencil

beam method. For each point in the medium the most probable (mean) electron path

traversed by electrons reaching that point, and the mean deflection angle at that point

from the origin of each pencil beam is derived using FE theory. The electrons entering

each layer in the medium are considered as a coliection of mini-pencils, whose mean

path and deflection angle are calculated as above, and new pencil beams (with energy
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loss along each path length accounted for) are initiated from each mini-pencil. Hence

the Gaussian distribution (given by standard FE electron transport) at each layer be-

comes skewed because of the obliquity of the mini-pencils, resulting in a non-Gaussian

distribution. The concept of mean paths was first introd.uced by Perry and Holt.[123]

Results

Figure 2.10 (from Yu eú o¡.ÍI2al¡ shows pencil beam planar fluence distributions for a water

phantom containing an aluminium inhomogeneity on the pencil beam axis calculated by

the multi-ray model and a Monte Carlo simulation. The multi-ray model provides better

agreement with Monte Carlo simulations than would be possible using the conventional

pencil beam approximation due to improved calculation of lateral scattering components

and the inclusion of the effects of finite inhomogeneities in the calculation of dose.
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Figure 2.10: Pencil beam planar fluence distributions for a water phantom
containing an aluminium inhomogeneity on the pencil beam axis calculated
bV (") the multi-ray model and (b) " modified Monte Carlo simulation which
does not include ó-ray or bremsstrahlung production. Figure courtesy Yu eú

at.tlzal

The muiti-ray model is more consistent with Monte Carlo (and more computationally

expensive) than standard FE theory. However it still uses FE theory to calculate the

mean paths, so intrinsically excludes large angle scattering. This exclusion results in
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disagreement with Monte Carlo at shallow depths. Disagreement is also found at depth

due to the neglect of energy straggling. The model does not account for the effects of

6-rays or bremsstrahlung photons.

Computation time

Yu eú o¡.í2a) give timings for a singie pencil beam of 6 hours on a VAX 8600 for a three

dimensional heterogeneous medium. Realistic broad beam geometries will take longer.

2.3.7 Perturbative theoretical methods

In a series of articles from 1983-1995137' r25'126'127'r28' 129' 130' 131J ¡.n¡¿ Jette has

applied physically rigorous (and mathematically complex) analytical electron transport

theory to the problem of electron beam dose calculation.

In references [i25], [126] and 11271, a second order multiple scattering term has been

incorporated into the electron transport calculation based on a higher order solution

to the Fermi-Eyges transport equation. This inclusion increases agreement with Monte

Carlo angular distribution results.

In later papers, the limitation of the semi-infinite slab approximationl143] i, o,r"..ome by

solving the FE equation (only valid for horizontally layered media) for arbitrary variation

in the composition of the material in the transverse directions by perturbation theory,

allowing local inhomogeneities to be handled correctly.[129' 130] This perturbation series

converges rapidly enough that only its first 2-3 terms neecl be considered for accurate

dose calculations.

In Jette's most recent work,[131] large angle single scattering events have been added
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to the method of dose calculation. These single scattering events complement the FE

multipie scattering theory which does not include large angle scattering. The new theory

shows less discrepancy with Monte Carlo data than the previous method.

Figure 2.11 (from Jette and Walke.tl30J¡ shows the relative primary dose at a depth of

1.75 cm below the edge of a bone slab as calculated by Monte Carlo, Jette theory and

the Hogstrom algorithm. Jette theory is much better at predicting the hot and cold

spots than the Hogstrom aigorithm.

Rrlatiw PriEty Ds.

Figure 2.11: The relative primary dose at a depth of 1.75 cm below a bone half
slab as calculated by Monte Carlo (steps), Jette's perturbation theory (solid
line) and the Hogstrom algorithm (dashed line). Figure courtesy Jette and
Walker.ll30l

Future work will include the incorporation of range straggling and the redistribution of

beam energy through ó-rays and bremsstrahlung photons.
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No computation times are given for this work.

2.3.8 The Phase Space Evolution model

Introrlt¡ction

The phase space of a beam consists of a six component array (*,y," positions and

momentum components, or alternatively *ryrz positions, polar and azimuthal angles

and energy) of ail of the particles of the beam.

The phase space evolution (rse) modsl[132' 133' 134] is an extension of the phase space

time evolution model of Cordaro and Zucker.[150 The dose distribution is calculated by a

numerical transport method that utilises the interactions of radiation with matter. PSE

is a full 3-D model for dose calculations in arbitrarily composed heterogeneous media

irradiated with arbitrary electron beams. The model also yields energy and direction

spectra of electrons at any position inside the irradiated medium.

The PSE model accounts for energy loss of primaries, secondary electron production,

bremsstrahlung production, scattering, propagation in space and straggling. These pro-

cesses are not independent, however partial grouping of interactions (as used in some

Monte Carlo simulations) has been shown to yield good results.[146] The model assumes

that motion, energy loss and scattering occur independently and successively within each

of a series of time intervals, Af , through which the model progresses.

Method

PSE models are used to simulate the evolution of the state of an object. In the case
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of electron beam radiotherapy the object is a phantom or patient, which is irradiated

during a short period (eg 1 min) with a high energy electron beam. The resulting energy

deposited in the absorbing medium is usually the desired information. The initial state

of the phantom is defined by the positions, the kinetic energies and the directions (initial

phase space) of all electrons applied in the treatment. Interactions between electrons

and the patient alter this situation, and the initial condition of the phantom evolves

via a sequence of non-empty states to the final empty state. The empty state indicates

the end of the evolution, where ali electrons propagating through the phantom have lost

their kinetic energy (stopped) or exited the phantom.

The phase space is the form of a combination of discrete positions, energies and directions

(P¿,Ð¡,f,)¡), called phase space elements (phasels). The content of each phasel is the

number of electrons in each position-energy-direction node. The model simulates the

transport of electrons that belong to the same phasel by redistribution of the content

of that phasel over all other phasels. The redistribution of the contents of a number of

phasels results in the evolution of the phase space to another state. The highest energy

phasel is always redistributed so that phasel cannot be repopulated in subsequent steps.

If a lower energy phasel was redistributed, it may be repopuiated and the calculation for

that phasel would have to be repeated.

The physics for the model are based on the physical processes of motion, energy loss and

scattering. The distribution functions used for these processes are described in reference

[132]. The phasel is redistributed according to the product of the three distribution

functions of these processes.

The PSE method requires the phase space of the electron beam as input.
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Results

Figure 2.I2 (cowtesy Korevaar et al.l'ïJ¡ shows the dose distribution resulting from a

21 MeV beam normally incident on a heterogeneous water phantom, as calculated by

the PSE method and Monte Carlo, showing close agreement between the two methods.
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Figure 2.I2: The dose distribution resulting from a 21 MeV beam normally
incident on a heterogeneous phantom, as calculated by the PSE method (solid
lines) and Monte Carlo (dashed lines). The marked areas have densities of
1.5 and 0.4 g cm-3. Figure courtesy Korevaar et al.líïl

Computation time

The dose distribution for a 5x5 cm2 20 MeV electron beam takes approximately 15

minutes to compute on a HP 9000/725175 (6 hours on a VAX 11/780), a factor of 10

reduction over Monte Carlo calculation time.
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2.3.9 The Monte Carlo method

The Monte Carlo method described for photon beams (refer section 2.2.4) can be sim-

ilarly applied to electron beam dose calculation. Knowledge of the incident electron

energy and angular spectra (and the spectra of contaminant photons) as weli as the

patient density is needed for the simulation. Monte Carlo is an excellent tool for test-

ing other dose calculation algorithms due to its high accuracy, however the necessary

computation time renders Monte Carlo impractical for routine clinical use.

2.3.10 The Superposition/Convolution method

Introduction

The superposition/convolution dose calculation method for electron beams[135' ]'36' 13î

is similar to that for photon beams (as outlined in section2.2.5). Monte Carlo-generated

electron point beam energy deposition kernels are convolved with the relative fluence

distribution (cf. terma in photon beam superposition) to obtain the dose distribution.

Method

If the incident energy and angular spectra of the electron beam at the patient plane is

known then energy deposition kernels can be generated. These kernels can be calculated

using analytical or Monte Carlo methods, though a Monte Carlo method is preferable

as much better agreement with experiment is obtained, and the increased computation

time required to generate the kernels is only needed once. The kernels are generated

by initiating a point beam on the surface of a homogeneous media (generally water),

and scoring the subsequently deposited energy throughout the volume. To account for
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initial angular and energy spectra these distributions can be randomly sampled from the

desired distribution. An isodose plot of a Monte Carlo generated 15 MeV electron kernel

(point beam) in water is shown in figure 2.13.
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Figure 2.13: An isodose plot of a Monte Carlo generated 15 MeV electron
kernel (point beam) in water, in units of pGy MeV-l cm2. In electron su-
perposition calculations, the kernels are convolved across the beam to obtain
the dose distribution.

If the energy and angular spectra are assumed constant across the beam [with varying

beam weight ó(r',A')1, then the dose distribution D(r,yrz) in the media is calculated

by the convolution

D(r,y, t) : I Irn",oó@',g')H(, - /,u - a', z, pou")f pou"d,yd,x, (2.15)

where H(* - r',A - y',,2,po,") is the energy deposition kernel value for a densíly pou"

[the average density between the surface position of the electron kernel (*',A') and the

dose calculation point (r,y,r)1.

The pou" term in equation 2.15 is found by ray-tracing from the interaction site of the

electrons to the dose deposition point. By only caiculating an average density, this
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density scaling method ignores the density distribution between these two points. Woo

and Cunningham[95] showed that this density scaling (known as the rectilinear scaling)

Ieads to an over-estimation in dose in a layer beyond a high to low density interface,

and that there is a corresponding under-estimate beyond a low to high density interface.

Using rectilinear density scaling for electron beam convolution introduces larger errors

than when it is used for X-ray beam convolutionll5l] (refer section 2.2.5).

Results

Figure 2.14 (from ¡4u"¡i"t1351) shows a comparison between superposition depth dose

calculations and Monte Carlo calculations for a cylindrical air cavity. The superposition

calculation greatly underestimates the dose behind the cavity when the cavity is near

the surface, and overestimates the dose when the cavity is located at deeper depths.

In its current form, Mackie[l35] concluded that the convolution approach may be used as a

tool to determine the energy and angular distribution of electrons incident on a phantom.

However, as a dose calcuiation algorithm, the method does not account properly for the

enhanced scatter into low density regions, or the decreased scatter out of these regions.

Computation time

Altschuler "¡ 
o¡.1137) give a computation timefor this method of 15 minutes on a VAX LI1780

for a 12 MeV 10x 10 cm2 field with 3 mm resolution.
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THE DOSE IN STANDARD
3-D PHANTOMS 10 MEV
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Figure 2.14: Comparisons between superposition calculations and EGS Monte
Carlo modelling for phantoms containing a 3-dimensional I cm diameter air
cylinder. The solid line and the plusses are the Monte Carlo and the superpo-
sition doses respectively for the cylinder extending between 0.2 and 2.2 cm.
The dashed line (Monte Carlo) and the box (superposition) are the calcula-
tions for the cylinder between 2.0 and 4.0 cm. Figure from Mackie.[l35]
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2.3.LL The Macro-Monte Carlo algorithm

Introduction

The Macro Monte Carlo (m'fc) 
"od"[138'139] 

\Mas developed to increase the speed of

full Monte Cario electron transport calculations without loss in accuracy. Originally

proposed by Mackie and Battisl.[l52J to simplify, condense and accelerate 'traditional'

Monte Carlo calculations, instead of a detailed microscopic simulation of an electron

track,a the electron is transported in large macroscopic steps through the absorbing

medium. The transport parameters of each step are sampled from pre-calculated proba-

bility distributions. This simplification drastically reduces Monte Carlo calculation times

after the initial 'once for all' probability distributions have been determined.

Method

Traditional Monte Carlo methods are used to simulate electron transport through spheres

(kugels) of 0.05 to 0.3 cm radii composed of air, water, lung and bone analogue (LN4 and

SB3 respectively[l53J) for discrete incident electron energies between 0.2 and 20 MeV.

The resulting distributions of position, direction and energy of the electrons serve as a

database for the MMC calculations. MMC transport of one electron track is shown in frgure

2.15 (from Neuenschwander and Born[138J¡, where the electron is transported in large

scale steps through the absorber.

The pre-calculations were performed using EGS4 to simulate the transport of vertically

incident electrons through the kugels. For each kugel size a complete set of parameters

can thus be denoted by a pair of indices (j, k) where j represents the material index

and k the incident energy T!,, of. the primary electron. The eight quantities needed as a

aOn a small scale EGS and ETRAN can be considered to be macroscopic as they group several electron
interactions into one multiple scattering step.
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lncldent electron

absorber

electron absorbed

Figure 2.15: Schematic illustration of the MMC algorithm. Arrows indicate the
direction of motion of the electron incident on the MMC kugels. Figure courtesy
Neuenschwander and Born. [138]

database for subsequent MMC electron transport are:

(i) a cumulative density function of the scattering angle 0 ¡ and angle o of emergent

primary electrons [refer figur e 2.16 (from Neuenschwander ut d Bo.tt[138])],

(ii) a cumulative density function of the energy T¡ of. emerging primary electrons.

(iii) a probability of absorption of the primary electron,

(iv) the relative amounts of energy deposited in the kugel, or released as secondary

electron and bremsstrahlung energy leaving the kugel,

(v) a cumulative density function of continuous slowing down approximation ranges

of emergent secondary electrons, based on CSDA ranges tabulated in ICRU 35,[25]

for T; - 10 MeV only,

(vi) the scaling factors for the above 10 MeV distribution which can be used as an

approximation for the distribution for other incident energies,

(vii) the mean energy absorption coefficients of emerging photons, based on data

tabula,tecl by Johns ancl Cunningham,[11J tr¿
(viii) the CSDA ranges of incident electrons, taken from ICRU 35.t251

Using the above distributions and knowledge of the incident energy, direction and po-
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Figure 2.16: Geometry for the preliminary calculations in MMC. Figure courtesy
Neuenschwander and Born. [138]

sition parameters T¿, 0¿, d¿ and r¡ respectively, each electron is transported through a

kugel. Hence the exit energy, scattering angle, azimuthal angle and emergent angle pa-

rameters TÍ, 0Í, /¡ and a respectively are calculated (refer flgure 2.76), from which the

position re¡¡¡ and direction Oe¡¡1 of the primary particle is determined. The energy de-

posited by the primary electron and any secondary electrons or bremsstrahlung photons

is scored in the dose matrix (the total energy transferred in each step is T; - T¡).

Secondary electrons, and photons produced in a sphere are both transported in the

direction Clour. The energy of the secondary electron is deposited over its CSDA range.

The energy of the bremsstrahlung photon is all deposited at the photon interaction

site, at a distance from the kugel calculated by sampling the mean free path function.

Positrons are transported as electrons.

0f
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Results

Figure 2.17 (from Neuenschwander ¿¡ o¡.11391¡ shows the central axis depth dose curve

for a 10 MeV 5x3 cm2 electron beam incident on a'head'phantom, as calculated by

MMC and EGS4. Good agreement is shown between the MMC and EGS4 dose distributions

in this complex geometry.
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0245810121116
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Figure 2.77: T}rre central axis depth dose curve for a 10 MeV 5xB cm2 electron
beam incident on a (head' phantom, as calculated by MMc (dots) and Ees+
(solid line). Figure courtesy Neuenschwander et al.fLïg]

The original I'ryc code had fixed kugel sizes, which performed relatively poorly at high-

low density interfaces. However, the new version uses kugels of varying size, enabling

accurate transport across interfaces using smail kugels, and large electron steps away

from interfaces, thus reducing calculation time. Other changes include explicit boundary

crossing: a new electron step is originated at each interface which reduces boundary

crossing artefacts.
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Computation time

To calculate a 10x 10 cm2 dose distribution with 0.25 cm3 voxels in a bone slab phantom,

33 minutes are required on a DECstation 500/200.

2.3.L2 The Voxel-based Monte Carlo method

The Voxel-based Monte Carlo method[110, 154, 155] (VUC) calculates dose from electron

beams using a Monte Carlo method which makes several approximations and simplifica-

tions in the description of electron transport processes compared to more rigorous Monte

Carlo methods such as EGS4 (refer section 2.2.4).

Some of the simplifications used in VMC are:

(i) the multiple scattering angle is calculated from an anaiytical distribution,

(ii) the total number of electron steps per electron history is significantly reduced

as compared to conventional Monte Carlo methods,

(iii) ó-ray production is described by a simplified Møller cross-section,

(iv) energy loss due to radiative collisions is calculated using a simplified differential

bremsstrahiung cross-section,

(v) the photons created in radiative collisions are not explicitly transported,

(vi) a lateral and longitudinal correlation algorithm is used for small electron step

transport instead of PRESTA, and

(vii) the same electron can be transported more than once from different entrance

positions in the medium.

The simplif.cations described above increase the computational speed of vl'lc up to 35

times that of EGS4, without significant loss in accuracy. Dose distributions in a variety

of heterogeneous phantoms show close agreement between VMC and EGS4, where a 2-D

pencil beam algorithm has produced underpredications in dose of up to 40%.
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2.4 Sumrnary

In this chapter a variety of both electron and photon dose calculation algorithms were

presented. These methods are based on varying physical principles and assumptions. The

calculation times for the various techniques vary markedly, and are roughly proportional

to the accuracy of the dose calculation algorithm. The most accurate dose calculation

method, Monte Carlo (refer section 2.2.4), is stil L<.ro conrpuLaLiorrally irteusive l,o use

as a routine clinical planning tool, and hence further algorithms need developing which

are capable of calculafing dose distributions with near Monte Carlo accuracy, but are

significantly less computationally intensive. Attempts at designing such algorithms are

outlined in the following chapters.



Chapter 3

Superposition Incorporating
Fermi-Eyges Theory

3.1 Introduction

This chapter describes a method which accounts for the effects of the density distribution,

and not just the average density, between the primary photon interaction and dose

deposition sites in a superposition calculation. The aim of this work was to reduce

the difference between the dose predicted using the superposition method, and the dose

predicted in Monte Carlo simulations by incorporating electron scattering theory into

the primary dose calculation of the superposition method.

The photon-electron cascade model of Yu 
"¿ 

o¡.1156) is also discussed in this chapter. Like

the Fermi-Eyges scaling superposition algorithm presented in this chapter, the cascade

method uses Fermi-Eyges calculations for the primary dose calculation, and standard

89
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superposition for the scatter dose calculation.

3.1.1 Fermi-Eyges electron scattering theory

In order to account for electron transport between the photon interaction and energy

deposition sites, electron scattering theory was used. The scattering theory used in

this calculation is Fermi-Eyges (FE) multiple Coulomb scattering theoryll0J (refer sec-

tion 1.4.3). A limitation of FE theory is that it only accounts for small-angle multiple

Coulomb scattering, and hence large angle scattering is ignored (the assumption lan? - 0

is made when solving equation I.27). However, use of a more rigorous electron transport

method, such as Molière or Goudsmit-Saunderson theory, would render the convolution

calculation prohibitively time consuming.

3.t.2 The Photon-Electron Cascade model

Similar to FE scaling convolution is the photon-electron cascade model, proposed by

Yr et o¡.Í156J The cascade method was also designed to overcome the limitations of the

superposition algorithm at interfaces of different density, and in different atomic number

materials. In the cascade model, the primary photon beam is considered as a source

of many electron pencii beams. Each pencil beam is transported through the absorbing

medium from the photon interaction site using FE theory. Electrons in each pencil beam

are grouped according to their kinetic energy. Each energy component is transported as

a separate monoenergetic beam.

The four-stage process to calcuiate dose involves (i) determining the primary photon

fluence incident to every layer of the medium, (ii) calculating the eiectron distribution

exiting the given layer from the photon fluence, (iii) transporting the electrons to the
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downstream layers to obtain the planar fluence distribution which is converted to dose,

and (iv) summing the dose contributions from each pencil beam to obtain the primary

dose component (the scatter dose array is calculated using a standard superposition

procedure).

Because the electrons set in motion at the interaction site have an initial angular distri-

bution, the initial scattering moments of each pencil beam need to be calculated. These

scattering moments were obtained from Monte Carlo generated distributions. Electron

backscatter is accounted for by using an analytic function.

FE theory can be used to transport electrons through an absorbing medium of arbitrary

components, as long as the scattering po\¡¡er of each component is known. Hence the cas-

cade model can account for an absorbing medium of arbitrary density and composition.

Cascade model dose distributions show close agreement with Monte Carlo generated re-

sults (and improvement over the superposition method) for a phantom containing an

aluminium heterogeneity.

A limitation of this technique is the required computation time: 12 hours on a VAX 8650

for a 10x10 cm2 field with 12 energy bins and 0.1x0.1x0.25 cm3 voxel resolution.

3,2 Method

3.2.t The Fermi-Eyges theory scaling method

From lhe interaction point of aiewlSol and in a Cartesian system, equation 2.8 can be

rewritten as the dose deposited in voxel i, j,lc dve to interactions in voxel i', j',k'.,
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(3.1)

In superposition with rectilinear scalirLgl paue is the average density between interaction

and deposition sites, which in the case of the infinite slab mediuml is the average density

between the centre of layers ft and fr'. 'I'he approach used in this work was to modily po,"

by the calculated lateral standard deviation of a pencil beam of electrons after travelling

from i', j',lc' to i' , j',k, to obtain a kernel value nfi;",i - i' , j - j' ,,k:k'), where the

lateral standard deviation is calculated for the actual density distribution, and also for

a homogeneous medium of density po,".

In finding the energy deposited in a layer k due to interactions in voxel ó' , j' ,lct , the

Iateral electron standard deviation, os,ònhomt (that for the density d,istribution between

i',j',k' and i',j',k) is needed. Also needed is the energy loss for the effective distance

(k - k')L,zpor.. There is a standard deviation, oc,homl in layer k, which is k - k/ layers

[distance (k - k')Lzl from the interaction site in a kernel of density pou". By O'Connors

theorem,l5î th" standard deviation will be oc,inhom at a distance (k-k')A zor,¿n¡o^f or,¡o*

from the interaction site in a kernel of density po,eoc,hom f ao,inhom. Note that the effective

distance is still (k-k')A.zpøue¡so the total energy deposited in layer k will be the same,

however the distribution of energy deposition in this layer will change.

For each voxel layer in the z-direction from the interaction site, the standard deviation

of the lateral spread of the electrons, cc,hom¡ is calculated using FE theory by assuming

a homogeneous density distribution between the interaction and deposition site (as in

rectilinear scaling). The standard deviation is then recalculated using FE theory by

taking account of the density distribution between the interaction and deposition site,

to obtain oc,inhomt (note in this implementation, the density is traced in the z-direction

1A medium of slab inhomogeneities with interfaces only perpendicular to the incident beam direction,
such as the lung phantom offigure 3.6.

D(i, jrk;i" j"k') : Ð*,Ð.,2',T¿"i"k'pà"i"k'H(po""'i - i" i - i"l' - l'')
Pa'rse
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only). The ratio, R, of or,¡o^ to or,¿n¡o- is then calculated. The subsequent kernel value

for each layer is taken from a kernel of density equal to the average density multiplied

by Ã, with a z-value equal to the original z-value divided by Ã. This technique is shown

schematically in figure 3.1.

HÞ ,i-i'j-j"k-k') H(þ ll ,k-k'/R)

Interaction site

jk

Account for

i'

High

Low

Rectilinear scaling

--+
scatter+

density

density z

Figure 3.1: Schematic diagram showing the kernel scaling method where elec-
tron scattering is accounted for.

Using FE scaling, the energy deposition at the layer of equal radiological depth in fig-

ure 2.6 wouid give a narro\ryer distribution for the low to high density case, and a wider

distribution for the high to low density case (with the same total dose deposition in that

layer in both phantoms). Note that standard superposition would give the same dose

distribution in this layer for both cases.

Thus the energy deposited at a physical depth z and lateral distance ø from the site is

changed, but the total dose deposited at this layer is the same as that of rectilinear scal-

ing. Mathematically ,,le-k' and, fj"for the new kernel value U (O - i', j - j',k:k', í;")
is found from

ij,k

ax,inhom

oarh,om

k-lc'
R

klk, : (k - kt) x (3.2)
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and
oa.hom

Paue:PoueX :ParteXll.
ac,ànhorn

(3.3)

In order to minimise computation time, the electron scattering power in the FE theory

calculations rffas assumed to be constant with energy. Also, in the FE theory there

is assumed to be no initial angular electron spread at the interaction site. The two

plots oI figure 2.6 show th¿ut the ejected electrons are predominantly forward directed

for 5 MeV incident photons in water. Any systematic error due to these assumptions

will be minimised, as the ratio of the resulting homogeneous and inhomogeneous lateral

standard deviation values is taken.

In rectilinear scaling, the kernel value is interpolated between two different densities at

the same voxel layer. In FE theory scaling, the kernel value is found by an interpolation

between kernei densities, and also between layers. If there is a large gradient of fractionai

energies between voxels in the kernel array, this could lead to sampling error. For this

reason it was necessary to reduce the kernel density spacing from 0.2 g cm-3 (0.2r0.4r...

density kernels) to 0.1 g cm-3 (0.2,0.3,0.4,... density kernels) to obtain smooth dose

distributions.

The subject of this work was the scaling of the primary dose. To avoid any errors due

to kernel iilting,t9lJ non-divergent fields were investigated.

A more detailed description of the code used for FE scaling calculations is found in

appendix A.
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3.2.2 Superposition calculations

Polyenergetic primary and scatter energy deposition kernels ïvere generated using the

EGS4 Monte Carlo .o¿"[8i for densities from 0.2 g cm-3 to 1.9 g cm-3, in increments of

0.1 g cm-3 for both primary and scatter dose at 6 MV, 10 MV and 18 MV photon beam

energies. In forming the kernels 5x 106 photons were forced to interact at a point 2.25 cm

deep in a Cartesian array (0.5x0.5x0.5 cm3 voxels). Energy imparted and deposited due

to each incident photon was weighted by the attenuation coefficient of that photon.[44J

The spectra of the 6 MV and 18 MV beams were found from Ahnesjö eú aI.,Í82) and the

10 MV spectrum from Moh an et al.l(ïl

3.2.3 Monte Carlo calculations

The EGS4 Monte Carlo code[8] was used with PRESTA.I157] AE was set to 0.521 MeV, ae

to 0.01 MeV, ECUT to 0.561 MeV and PCUT to 0.05 MeV. Incident photons of energies 6

MV, 10 MV and 18 MV were transported through the kernel geometries and the water-

lung-water phantom described below. The subsequent energy deposited was recorded in

a Cartesian array of 0.5x0.5x0.5 cmS voxeis. At least 108 incident photons were used

for each broad beam simulation, and the 4-fold symmetry of the phantom was used to

reduce the statistical variance by 4.

3.2.4 Phantoms

The dose distribution of monodirectional (infinite SSD) incident photons of energies

6 MV, 10 MV and 18 MV were calculated using the superposition technique employing

both rectilinear scaling and FE scaling, and also by Monte Carlo, for single interaction

sites in slab phantoms with both high to low density and low to high density interfaces
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as shown in figure 3.2. These algorithms were also tested using broad beams in a water-

Iung-water slab phantom consisting of 4 cm of water, 8 cm of density 0.3 g cm-3 lung

(of water equivalent material) and 8 cm of water, shown in figure 3.3.

(b) (c) (d)(a)

n
T
I

= l.09cn3

=0.3 Etcms

= 1.85 y'cm!

a Photon inteEction site

Figure 3.2: A schematic diagram of the phantoms used to test the FE scaling
superposition algorithm for photons forced to interact at a point.

Incident beam

Figure 3.3: A schematic diagram of the phantom used to test the FE scaling
superposition algorithm for broad beams.

p= 1.0 4

P= 1.0 8cm
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3.3 Results

3.3.1 Single interaction site results

Before testing the FE scaling method in a full convolution calculation, primary energy

deposition kernels ruere generated in a variety of heterogeneous slab geometries consisting

of layers of water-equivalent material of different density (as shown in fi.gure 3.2) by

convolving energy deposition kerneis at a single photon interaction site. Both FE scaling

and rectilinear scaling convolution methods were used. This method is similar to that

described by Mackie,[85] *h"r" dose spread arrays generated in heterogeneous phantoms

from the Monte Carlo method \ /ere compared to the calculated dose spread arrays for

the same heterogeneous phantoms. The method is equivalent to calculating a dose

distribution where there is only one voxel with non-zero terma.

The energy deposition kernels calculated by both FE scaling and standard superposition

methods were compared to kernels generated directly in the same heterogeneous geome-

tries using Monte Carlo. This comparison was performed for 6 MV and 18 MV beams.

The sum of the mean square energy difference in every voxel between the two scaling

methods and Monte Carlo, is shown in table 3.1.

Table 3.1 shows that the FE scaling method gives kerneis which have smaller mean

square differences between Monte Carlo generated kernels in heterogeneous media than

do rectilineariy scaled kernels. The FE method shows relatively better agreement with

Monte Carlo as the incident beam energy is increased. This is due to the increased

pathlength of electrons crossing the interface at high energies. Also, at higher energies

the assumption that the electrons ejected at the interaction site have no angular spread

becomes increasingly valid.

Figure 3.4 shows an absolute difference map between FE scaling and Monte Carlo, and
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Table 3.1: Normalised mean square energy deposition differences between FE
scaled kernels and Monte Carlo kernels, and rectilinear scaled kernels and
Montc Carlo lccrncls in media with slab inhomogeneities, summed over every
voxel in the ene de osition

t
6
18 MV

1.0
1.0

t.4
2.6

rectilinear scaling and Monte Ca,rlo, for an 18 MV primary energy <Jeposition kerneì

generated in a high density (1.0 e cm-3) to low density (0.3 S cm-3) slab geometry.

The interaction site is 0.75 cm above the high/low density interface. The FE scaled

eneïgy deposition kernel shows better agreement with Monte Carlo in both the lateral

and longitudinal directions than the rectilinearly scaled kernel.

3.3.2 Depth dose results

The 10 MV and 18 MV depth dose curves in a water-lung-water phantom for 5x5 cm2

and 10x10 cm2 fields are shown in figure 3.5 and figure 3.6 respectively. These figures

show that FE scaling superposition improves agreement with Monte Cario at 10 MV

and 18 MV for the 5x5 cm2 fields where lateral electronic equilibrium does not exist at

the central axis. For the 18 MV, 5x5 cm2 field, the maximum error in the depth dose

curves between convolution and Monte Carlo is reduced from 5% to 2.5% if FE scaling

is used, with a factor of 5 reduction in the mean square error over the whole curve. For

the 10x10 cm2 fields however, where lateral electronic disequilibriumis small, there is

only a small difference between the two kernel scaling methods, except at the secondary

build-up region in the second water region, which FE scaling predicts the dose better

than rectilinear scaling. Negligible difference \ryas observed for 5x5 cm2 or 10x10 cm2

field sizes for the 6 MV beam. For figures 3.5 and 3.6 the uncertainty in the Monte Carlo

data was tTofor the 5x5 cm2 field, and2To for the 10x10 cm2 field. All three methods

used voxel sizes of 0.5x0.5x0.5 cm3.

FE - EcS4)z X(Rect. - EcS4
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Figure 3.4: Absolute difference map between FE scaled energy deposition ker-
nels and Monte Carlo energy deposition kernels (left), and rectilinear scaled
kernels and Monte Carlo (right). The solid line is the high (1.0 S cm-3) to
low (0.3 g cm-3) density interface, and 'x' indicates the interaction voxel.
The darker the colour, the larger the difference between the superposition
and Monte Carlo results.
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Figure 3.5: Depth dose curves for a 5x5 cm2, 10 MV beam (top), and a 10xL0
cm2, 10 MV beam (bottom). Results of Monte Carlo (solid line), rectilinear
scaling convolution (dotted lines) and FE scaling convolution (dashed lines)
are shown.
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18 MV, 5x5 cm2
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Figure 3.6: Depth dose curves for a 5x5 cm2, 18 MV beam (top), and a 10x10
cm2, 18 MV beam (bottom). Results of Monte Carlo (solid line), rectilinear
scaling convolution (dotted lines) and FE scaling convolution (dashed lines)
are shown.
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3.3.3 Dose profile results

An 18 MV dose profile at mid-lung (8 cm deep) for the lung phantom of figure 3.3 is

shown in figure 3.7, where the results of Monte Carlo and the two scaling methods are

compared. The penumbra predicted by rectilinear scaling is sharper than that obtained

in the Monte Carlo simulation, whereas better agreement is obtained with FE scaling.

As shown previously, the central axis dose is in better agreement using FE scaling. The

broadening of the penumbra, and lower central axis dose obtained by FE scaling (as

opposed to rectilinear scaling), is due to the increased lateral sprea<l oI errergy predicted

for electrons ejected from interaction sites above the water-lung interface.

-2 0
X (cm)

2 4 6

Figure 3.7: Dose profile curves for a 5x5 cm2 18 MV beam at 8 cm deep in
a lung phantom (mid-lung). Results of Monte Carlo (solid line), rectilinear
scaling convolution (dotted line) and FE scaling convolution (dashed line)
are compared.
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3.3.4 Computation time

For the 5x5 cm2 10 MV beam the time taken for the primary dose calculation using

rectilinear scaling was 25 seconds on a DECalpha platform, while that for FE scaling

was 75 seconds. The scatter dose in both cases took 150 seconds. The use of FE scaling

to obtain the primary dose distribution takes approximately 3 times longer to compute

than that of rectilinear scaling.

3.4 Conclusion

A method of calculating the primary dose component in a convolution calculation by

invoking FE electron scattering theory along with rectilinear scaling has been described.

Energy deposition kernels generated in slab geometries of varying density using FE scal-

ing show cioser agreement with Monte Carlo calculated energy deposition kernels than

those generated using rectilinear scaling only.

Depth dose curves in a lung phantom (a geometry with a slab inhomogeneity of density

0.3 g cm-3) produced using FE scaling superposition are more consistent with Monte

Carlo generated depth dose curves than the curves produced using rectilinear scaling

superposition for 5x5 cm2 and 10x10 cm2 fields at 10 MV and 18 MV beam energies.

For a 5x5 cm2 18 MV field, the maximum dose difference on central axis between FE

scaling and convolution is 2.5%, whereas that for rectilinear scaling is 5%. For a 10 x 10

cm2 field at 10 and 18 MV, and for 5x5 and 10x10 cm2 fieids at 6 MV, the difference

between FE scaling and rectilinear scaling \¡/as smailer due to the decreased amount of

electronic disequilibrium at the central axis.

The dose profile for a 5x5 cm2, 18 MV beam calculated by FE scaling superposition

shows better agreement with a Monte Carlo dose profile than that generated by rectilin-





Chapter 4

S,rper-Monte Carlo for X-ray Beam

Planning

4.L Introduction

The most accurate radiotherapy dose calculation methods currently available are Monte

Carlo based techniques.[8' 9] However, these techniques are too computationally inten-

sive to use in planning systems for routine clinical use with currently available hardware.

The next most physically rigorous X-ray dose calcuiation technique is the superposi-

tion/convolution method.[83' 86' 90' 16] Sopetposition accounts for the range of electrons

ejected by interactions of primary photons via the primary kernel, and attempts to cor-

rect for the effects of density variations by scaiing the primary kernel. The problem with

normal kernei scaling (known as rectilinear scaling) is that straight-line electron tracks

are assumed, and these tracks are simply scaled by the density. No account is taken of

the perturbation in the electron fluence which occurs due to changes in the lateral de-

105
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flection caused by scattering.[88, 95] The error due to this limitation increases with X-ray

energy as a result of increased electronic disequilibrinm.[15ü

A method for overcoming the density interface problem of superposition has been pro-

posed in chapter 3 which extends the rectilinear density scaling method used in superpo-

sition calculations to include a factor based on the Fermi-Eyges calculated lateral planar

fluence distribution. However, this method currently improves superposition calculations

in the direction of the beam axis only.

With knowledge of the incident photon spectra, the density of primary photon interac-

tions (and hence the terma) can be quickly and exactly calculated. Monte Cario electron

track histories (the electrons being set in motion by the interaction of primary photons)

can be initiated at each voxel with non-zero terma to calculate the primary dose. Us-

ing Monte Carlo to calculate the primary dose component rigorously accounts for the

efect of inhomogeneities on scattering, as each step of each electron track is explicitly

transported as the electron travels through the medium. Hence the density distribution

between the interaction and deposition sites is accounted for, not thejust average density

between these points.

This chapter proposes an X-ray beam dose calculation method which uses explicit trans-

port of pre-generated Monte Carlo particle track data to calculate the primary dose, and

superposition to calculate the scatter dose. Only waterlike materials (of varying den-

sity) have been used as the absorbing media in this investigation. The effect of varying

atomic number on photon dose distributions is currently not accounted for, but rather

the problem of changing scattering conditions at interfaces are addressed.

The concept of using superposition to calculate the scatter dose, and explicit electron

transport for the primary dose was recently published by Yu 
"¿ 

o¡.1L561 In this work,

Fermi-Eyges electron scattering theory was used to transport the electrons ejected at

the primary photon interaction site from which the dose deposited was subsequently

calculated.
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The concept of using pre-generated Monte Carlo electron tracks is related to the Macro-

Monte Carlo method[l38' 139] (for electron beam dose calculations) in which pre-generated

Monte Carlo data is used to construct probability distributions for the electron trans-

port (in the method described here, the pre-generated electron tracks themselves are

transported).

4.2 The Super-Monte Carlo photon beam dose cal-

culation method

4.2.L Calculation of the primary dose using pre-generated

electron track data

Electron track data generation

The EGS4 Monte Carlo .o¿"[8] (user code RTPCARTITI) was used with p¡g51¡t15T turned

off to simulate incident photons forced to interact at a point in a unit density water

equivalent media. The secondary electrons (and positrons) ejected by the incident pho-

tons were transported in discrete steps. Tlte (x,y,z) position, as well as the energy

deposited, E¿.o, of. each step of each electron track was written to a file, together with a

flag marking whether or not the electron rffas a 6-ray (knock-on). 5000 incident photons

with 6 MV, 10 MV and 18 MV energy spectra were simulated in this way. The spectra

of the 6 MV and the 18 MV beams were found from Ahnesjö et al.,l92l and the 10 MV

spectrum from Mohan et ¿¿.ta3J 16" electron track data resulting from 5000 incident 10

MV photons uses 11.7 Mb of storage space. Only one Super-Monte Carlo 'kernef is

needed for each beam energy (the effect of beam hardening on secondary electron en-

ergy is not accounted for). The EGS4 cut-off parameters 'were AE : 0.52L, AP : 0.010,
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Tlansport of electron tracks

Density scaling of step lengths

The x,y, and z positions in each step of the electron transport are converted to Ax, Ay

and Az step lengths. When the electron track is transported in a unit density voxel

the step size is Ax,Ay,Az, with energy deposition E¿"o. In a non-unit density voxel

(density p), the stopping power is proportional to density (for water-like materials), and

hence the step size is (Lxl p,Ly I p,Lrl ò, while the energy deposition remains E¿,r. The

change in step size with density is shown in figure 4.2.

STOREDDATA TRANSPORT

Water

(Áx, Ây

e- Water

p

Figure 4.2: The change in electron step size with density in the transport of
the pre-generated Monte Carlo electron tracks in inhomogeneous media.

Accounting for 6-rays

ó-ray electrons are accounted for by marking the position (t'rA',2') where the 6-ray

scattering event occurred. The 6-ray is then transported until it stops. The flag of the

next electron step indicates the ó-ray has stopped, and therefore transport will resume

from point û'rA', z'. 6-ray transport is shown in figure 4.3.

Bound,ary crossing

An electron crossing an interface of density h to p2 in the z-direction say, will need its
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Figure 4.4: The electron transport algorithm used to calculate the primary
dose.
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the interaction voxeI, T¿,,¡,,¡, ,

(4.4)

The number of histories chosen (5000) lryas a compromise between better statistics and

data storage size. This number of electrons, transported from each interaction voxel

corresponds to a Monte Carlo simulation with least 30 million incident photons for a

5x5 cm2 field. When comparing a SMC kernel generated in a unit density media to a

5x106 history Monte Carlo kernel (both scored in a 0.5x0.5x0.5 cm3 voxel array), the

maximum difference between any two voxels in the fractional dose distributions was less

than 0.770 of the maximum dose for 6 MV, 10 MV and 18 MV beam energies.

A more detailed description of the code used for SMC for photon beam dose calculation

is found in appendix A.

4.2.2 Calculation of the scatter dose by superposition

Polyenergetic energy deposition kernels[8?] were generated using the EGS4 Monte Carlo

code[8] for densities from 0.2 g cm-3 to 1.9 I cm-3, in increments of 0.1 g cm-3 for the

scatter dose at 6 MV, 10 MV and 18 MV photon beam energies. In forming the kernels

5x106 photons were forced to interact at a point 2.25 crn deep in a Cartesian array

(0.5x0.5x0.5 cm3 voxels). Energy imparted and deposited due to scatter photons, anni-

hilation and bremsstrahlung photons subsequently produced from each incident photon,

was weighted by the attenuation coefficient of the incident photon.[44]

1

Do(i, j,k): 
= 

tpxrJrh i, ,i,rk,

Mnt
T¿,,j',k,p¿,,j,,/., Ð lEa"p,*,t(i - i', j - j'rk - k').

m=0 I=n

The scatter dose, D", was obtained by convolving the polyenergetic scatter dose kernels,
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photons of energies 6 MV, 10 MV and 18 MV were transported through the water-lung-

water phantoms described below, and the subsequent energy deposited was recorded in

a Cartesian array of 0.5x0.5x0.5 cm3 voxels. At least 5x 107 incident photons were used

for each simulation, and the 4-quadrant symmetry of the phantoms was used to reduce

the statistical variance by 4.

4.2.5 Phantoms

If a kernel generated by a dose caiculation algorithm in an arbitrary geometry gives a

dose distribution very similar to that of a Monte Carlo kernel dose distribution, then

the superposition of these kernels for a broad beam will give a distribution very similar

to that for a Monte Carlo generated broad beam geometry. The phantoms used for

comparing SMC and superposition calculated kernels with Monte Carlo generated kernels

are shown in figure 4.6.

(a) (b) (c) (d)

(e)

= 1.0 g/cm3

= 0.3 g/cm 3

= 1.85 g/cm3

O Photon interaction site

(Ð

Figure 4.6: A, schematic diagram of the phantoms used to test the SMC algorithm
for photons forced to interact at a point.
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ping power of bone relative to water means that electron range is slightly longer than is

predicted by treating bone as being water equivalent, and the increased effective atomic

number means that electron scattering will be increased in bone.

4.3 Results

4.3.L Single interaction site results

Primary energy deposition kernels for photons forced to interact at a point in the ge-

ometries shown in figure 4.6 were calculated using SMC, superposition and Monte Carlo.

Table 4.1 shows the normalised mean square difference between Monte Carlo and su-

perposition calculated energy deposition distributions, and Monte Carlo and SMC energy

deposition distributions.

Table 4.1: Normalised mean square energy deposition differences between SMC

calculated kernels and Monte Carlo calculated kernels, and superposition
kernels and Monte Carlo kernels in various media, summed over every voxel
in the energy osition

Energy
6MV
18 MV

The results from table 4.1 show that SMC generated kernels are closer to Monte Cario

distributions than are superposition calculated kernels. Hence for a broad beam geometry

SMC should give more realistic dose distributions than will superposition calculations.

The SMC generated kernels are also better at predicting energy deposition than the FE

scaling superposition calculated kernels shown in chapter 3 by a factor of.3-4, and SMC

has the advantage that it can account for arbitrary geometries, and not just slab inho-

mogeneities.

1.0
1.0

6.9
6.2

SMC . EGS4 tz X(Supn. - EGS4
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Carlo depth dose curve than the superposition curve. For the 18 MV 5x5 cm2 field, the

maximum difference in the depth dose curve between superposition and Monte Cario

is approximately 5%, whereas that of SMC and Monte Carlo is iess than 1.5%. With

increasing fi.eld size, and decreasing energy, the discrepancy between SMC, superposition

and Monte Cario decreases. The scatter dose component from both SMC and superposi-

tion in all of the fields is in good agreement with the Monte Carlo scatter dose. Note that

the scatter dose component of Sl,lC and superposition is identical as the same method

(superposition) of dose calculation was used.

The SMC calculated distributions are closer to Monte Carlo than the FE scaling calculated

dose distributions of chapter 3 (but they take longer to compute).

4.3.3 Profile curves at mid-lung in a water-lung-water phan-

tom

To investigate the penumbral prediction of SMC, dose profiles at mid-lung were taken at

8.25 cm deep in the water-lung-water phantom for a 5x5 cm2 18 MV beam using SMC,

Monte Carlo and superposition. The results are shown in figure 4.12. This figure shows

that SMC is very close to Monte Carlo in both absolute dose and penumbral shape.

4.3.4 Isodose curves in a two lung-block phantom

To investigate the situation where inhomogeneous interfaces exist both parallei and per-

pendicular to the incident beam direction, dose distributions for a 10x 10 cm2 monodirec-

tional 10 MV beam in the two lung-block phantom (Ptuns: 0.30 g cm-3) were calculated

using SMC, Monte Carlo and superposition. The resulting curves are shown in figures 4.13

and 4.14. The isodose curves generated with SMC show greater general consistency with
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Figure 4.10: Primary and scatter central axis depth dose curves for a 10 MV
parallel photon beam with field size 5x5 cm2 (top) and 10x10 cm2 (bottom).
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Figure 4.12: Primary and scatter dose profile curve at 8.25 cm deep in a
water-lung-water phantom for an 18 MV 5x5 cm2 beam calculated using
Super-Monte Carlo, Monte Carlo and superposition.
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Figure 4.14: Isodose curves resulting from a 10x10 cm2 parallel 10 MV beam
incident on a two block-lung phantom The solid line is Monte Carlo, and the
dashed line is Super-Monte Carlo. The isodose numbers refer to dose/energy
fluence (pGV MeV-l cm2).
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may need to account for the different initial angular distribution of electrons ejected

at a photon interaction site in different atomic number materials (however the ejected

electrons become increasingiy forward directed as energy increases).

The hardening of the spectrum of the secondary electrons with depth could be accounted

for by changing the weights of the electrons assigned to monoenergetic electron track

kernels with depth.

For X-ray dose calculation, the method of using pre-generated Monte Carlo particle

track data could be used to calculate both primary and scatter dose, if both photon and

electron track data are recorded. This technique would require large data storage space,

and would involve longer calculation time, however, it is still likely to be considerably

faster than a full Monte Carlo simulation, and is potentially as accurate.





Chapter 5

Super-Monte Carlo for Electron
Beam Planning

5.1- Introduction

This chapter investigates a ne\ry method of electron beam dose calculation, the Super-

Monte Carlo (sluc) method, based on the SMC method used for X-ray beams (see chap-

ter 4), with modifications included to account for the change in electron scattering, energy

loss and bremsstrahlung production in different density and atomic number materials.

Most planning systems use a pencil beam algorithm to calculate electron dose (described

in section 2.3.3). The limitations of the pencil beam algorithm are also discussed in that

section. Electron beam superposition has been proposed as a dose calculation algorithm

(refer section 2.3.10), however this approach is limited by the rectilinear density scal-

ing approximation.[151] suc uses a superposition of electron track kernels (as opposed

L29
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Surface

Water

Figure 5.1: An illustration of the geometry used to highlight the limitation of
electron beam superposition.

For photon beams, a large percentage of the dose contribution comes from the immediate

vicinity of Pr, so in general Dz is significant except for points very close to the gap. As

a result the error becomes a small fraction of the total dose.

For electron beams all the primary electrons originate at the surface of the phantom.

The dose contribution from primary electrons originating above the air gap, D1, will

involve a similar error to the value of. Dt calculated for the photon case. However, the

dose contribution from primary electrons originating below the air Bap., Dz will be zero.

Hence the error incurred is no longer a fraction of the sum of Dr and D2, but of Dr

alone,[151i and therefore the total error is higher in the electron beam case.

As with photon beam superposition, electron beam superposition also does not account

for different atomic number absorbing materials.
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2

0
X (cm)

2 4

Figure 5-2: A, Monte Carlo calculated dotplot of 50 incident 15 MeV electrons
making up an electron track kernel.

5.2.2 Stopping power, scattering power and radiation yield

ratios

Since the electron tracks are generated in water, in the transport of these tracks through a

non-unit density material, each step length must be multiplied by the inverse of the local

density (an application of O'Connor's theore-t5?J¡ to account for the density change. If
a different atomic number material is used, the change in scattering, collisionai energy

losses and differences in bremsstrahlung production also need to be accounted for. These

variables are energy dependent (see chapter 1), however the ratios of these variables to

those of water are less energy dependent. These ratios are outlined below.
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5 t0
Energy (MeV)

15 20

Figure 5.3: Ratios of mass collisional stopping powers, water to aluminium
(A), water to bone (*) ana water to lucite (*). Data taken from tables in
ICRU 35.[25]
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Figure 5.4: Ratios of mass scattering powers, aluminium to water (A), bone
to water (a) and lucite to water (*). Data taken from tables in ICRU 35.[25]
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Scattering angle between steps

The polar scattering angle in water between successive steps, 0.,, becomes in material k

(as shown in figure 5.6)

0u:0- x Q)L6""t(E))i, (5.2)

where (")[ is ratio of the scattering power of material k to that of water (the azimuthal

angle, /¡ is randomly chosen in EGS+,[8J so no scaling need. be performed in SMC, hence /¡
: /_). The (S*{E))i term is used because the electron steps themselves have been

altered by the stopping porffer ratio. (A more detailed description of accounting for the

change in scattering angle, d¿, is given appendix C.)

Energy deposited in each step

The energy deposition of each step, Ed"p,- is altered by the proportion of energy not

given to bremsstrahlung (ie. the energy deposited locally) in medium k by the equation

Ed"p,k: Ed"p,- " #&, (5.3)

where Yn(E) and Y.(E) are the radiation yield in medium k and water respectively.

Equation 5.3 assumes that the total energy lost in a step (Ero, : Ea.p * Ero¿, where

E,o¿ is the energy radiated away) will be the same in water as it is in medium k, ie.

Ûtut,.: Etot,k. Strictly it is the energy deposited in each step that should be the same

in water and k, ie. E¿"o,- : Edep,k¡ with the energy of the electron reduced by a different

amount at the end of each step depending on the radiation yield. This would mean

that a track in a high atomic number material would have less steps than in water (or

more steps in a lower atomic number material!), making the calculation difficult. The

assumptiort Etot,*: Ebt,k is justified as E,o¿ 4 Ea"o.

An electron track generated in water (from the kernel track data set), and the same
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(a)

Beam axis frame in water (b)
Â frame in water

@

A o

B

(c)

Â frame in medium k (d)
Beam axis frame in medium k
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Figure 5.6: Accounting for the change in step direction in a medium of different
scattering pou/er, fr. (") The azimuthal and polar angles, o and f,) respectively
are determined in the beam axis frame in order to transform into the Â
frame. (b) 0- ar,d. öu are then determined in water, in the frame of Â. G) 0o
is calculated in the Â frame in medium k. (d) To determine the new direction
of vector B in medium fr, the coordinates are transformed back into the beam
axis frame. F\rrther discussion of this figure is found in appendix C.
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track transported in an aluminium phantom using SMC are shown in figure 5.7 (ó-rays

are not shown). The aluminium track is shorter due to the increased stopping power,

and the track shows a larger lateral deviation for its length as it is scattered more with

each step. However, the overall shape of the track transported in aluminium is similar

to the shape of the track generated in water.

Figure 5.7: An electron track generated in water (longer track), and the same
track transported in a homogeneous aluminium phantom with scattering
and stopping power differences accounted for (shorter track). 6-rays are not
shown.

Each electron track is transported as outlined in chapter 4 (however, only from each

voxel on the surface of the absorbing medium in the electron beam case). Also, each

electron can be transported in 1-4 directions as a variance reduction technique as de-

scribed in chapter 4. The SMC electron transport and energy deposition process is shown

in figure 5.8.
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Boundary crossing

If the electron step is sufrciently long, or near enough to a boundary to cross into

a different voxel, the SMC algorithm calculates which of the six voxel boundaries the

electron will cross (or which boundary will be crossed first if the step is long enough to

cross more than one boundary), and where on the boundary the electron will cross. The

electron is then placed a small distance (eg. 10-6 cm) past the boundary crossing point

and into the new voxel. The step length, Ar, and the energy deposited in that step, E¿"r,

are decremented by the ratio of the path length in the original voxel divided by Ar. The

value of the energy decremented is deposited in the energy array for the original voxel.

The same electron step is then transported as a nev/ electron step, originating just past

the boundary, with the same direction as previously, but a slightiy smaller L'r and E¿"r.

Bremsstrahlung radiation

Bremsstrahlung radiation produced in the tissue equivalent absorbing media (unlike that

produced in the scattering foils) contributes a negligible amount to the total dose.[160]

Therefore this radiation is not explicitly modeled in SMC, however if a superposition

method (or another method) was used to calculate the incident photon contamination

dose component, then bremsstrahlung produced in the absorbing medium could be also

accounted for.

Dose equation

The electron dose is found by summing the energy deposited in voxel i, j ,, k ftorrr the steps

q to q'of electron track rn which fall in voxei i,,j,k, from all of the tracks transported
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for each Monte Carlo simulation.

5.2.5 Phantoms

To test the agreement between SMC and Monte Carlo for a variety of geometries, sev-

eral different phantoms were used. The materials used in the phantoms for the dose

calculations rvvere water, aluminium, lucite (C¡HBO2), lung analogue (water of den-

sity 0.30 gcm-3) and ICRP 5oo".t1591 Homogeneous water, aluminium and bone phan-

toms were used to determine the accuracy of the SMC technique. Also, heterogeneous

phantoms composed of (i) a 4.0x12.0x0.5 cm3 biock of bone inserted al2 cm depth in

a water phantom (similar to that used by Shiu and Hogstrom[L22]¡, (ii) a 2.0x2.0x1.0

cm3 air cavity placed at 1 cm depth in a water phantom, and (iii) 1 cm of lucite above

adjacent 1 cm slabs of lung and bone, below which is water (similar to the phantom used

by Neuenschwander and Born[138]¡, were used to investigate the ability of sl¡c to predict

dose in more complex geometries. All of the phantoms used were semi-infinite in extent.

5.3 Results

The EGS4 Monte Carlo codet8l has shown excellent agreement with experiment in a wide

variety of physical situations.t60l Hence, to determine the accuracy of suc calculated

dose distributions, they are compared to EGS4 generated dose distributions. All of the

results in this section pertain to absolute dose, given in dose per incident fluence (pGV

.-'), as calculated by Monte Carlo and SMc.
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butions (0.1x0.1x0.1 cm3 voxels) were calculated using SMC and Monte Carlo in ho-

mogeneous bone and aluminium phantoms. The resultant isodose curves are shown in

FiS. 5.10. Excellent agreement is shown between the SMC and Monte Carlo curves in

this figure. The maximum difference found between the dose in any two corresponding

voxels in the dose distributions werc 2% and I% of the maximum dose in the bone and

aluminium phantoms respectively. Surprisingiy, the differences between SMC and Monte

Carlo in bone and aluminium were iess than those found in water. However, the increased

density in the bone and aluminium phantoms means that there are more electron steps

within a voxel, and hence the statistics are improved.

To highlight the need to account for the different scattering po\Mer, stopping power and

radiation yield in non-waterlike materials, an isodose plot of a 15 MeV pencil beam in

aluminium is shown in Fig. 5.11, where the SMC curves ïvere generated with the electron

step iengths scaled by density alone, ie. no account was taken of the perturbation of the

non-waterlike material. The SMC isodose curves show large discrepancies with the Monte

Carlo generated isodose curves. The maximum difference found between the dose in any

two corresponding voxels in the dose distribution was 28To of the maximum dose in the

distributions (c.f. 1% when the scattering power, stopping pov/er and radiation yield of

the aluminium was taken account of).

To investigate SMC for a different electron energy, Monte Carlo and SMc isodose curves

in bone and aluminium phantoms for a 6 MeV pencil beam were calculated using a

0.05x0.05x0.05 cm3 voxel size for the dose calculation array. The results are shown in

Fig. 5.12. As with the 15 MeV distributions, good agreement was found between the

SMC and Monte Carlo curves.

SMC electron transport is non-waterlike media makes assumptions about the relationship

between the scattering, stopping and radiation yield characteristics of the non-waterlike

media and water. Dose profiles in aluminium at 0.275 cm depth for the 6 MeV incident

energy, and 0.75 cm depth for the 15 MeV incident energy, r¡¡ere generated using SMC and

Monte Carlo. The depths \¡/ere chosen as the widest points of the 10 pGy cm2 isodose
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Figure 5.11: The dose distributions resulting from a 15 MeV pencil beam incident on
an aluminium phantom calculated using Monte Carlo (-) and SMC scaled by density
but employing the mass scattering po\4¡er, stopping power and radiation yield values of
water instead of aluminium (- - -).
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curves in Figs. 5.12 and 5.10 respectively. These profiles are shown in Fig. 5.13 (the

15 MeV curve has been offset for ciarity). The similarity in shape between the SMC and

Monte Carlo profile curves indicates the ability of SMC to reproduce the large angle

scattering in higher atomic number media.
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Figure 5.13: Profile curves in aluminium at 0.175 cm depth in aluminium for a 6 MeV
pencil beam (narrow curves) and at 1.05 cm depth for a 15 MeV pencii beam (wider
curves) calcuiated using Monte Carlo (-) and SMC (- - -). The 15 MeV dose profile
curve has been offset for clarity.

5.3.2 Broad beam dose distributions in water

The first requirement of a dose calculation algorithm is the ability to accurately pre-

dict the dose to water for an incident broad beam. In SMC the dose contribution from

the electron track kernel at each surface voxel is summed to give a broad beam dose

distribution.
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Figure 5.14: Isodose curves in water for a 6x6 cm2 electron beam, for 6 MeV electrons
(top) and 15 MeV electrons (bottom). Monte Carlo (-) and SMC (- - -) distributions
are shown.
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Figure 5.16: Central axis depth dose curves (top) and dose profile curves at 2.9 cm depth
(bottom) in a bone block/water phantom for a 10x10 cm2, 15 MeV parallel electron
beam calculated using Monte Carlo 1-) and SMc (A). The SMC statistical uncertainty
is t1%.
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Figure 5.18: Central axis depth dose curves (top) and dose profile curves at 2.375 cm
depth (bottom) in an air cavity phantom for 6x6 cm2,,6 and 15 MeV parallel electron
beams calculated using Monte Carlo (-) and SMC (- - -). The 15 MeV dose profile
curve has been offset for clarity. The SMC statistical uncertainty is t1%.
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Figure 5.20: Off axis depth dose curves (top) and dose profile curves at 2.25 cm depth
(bottom) in a phantom composed of lucite, lung analogue, bone analogue and water for
a 6x6 cm2, 15 MeV parallel electron beam calculated using Monte Carlo (-) and SMc

(A at x : -1.25 cm), (* at x : +1.25 cm for the depth dose curves, and * for the dose
profile curve). The SMC statistical uncertainty is t1%.
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times less than that required to obtain the same level of uncertainty in the Monte Carlo

simulation (450 minutes). The difference in the relative speeds of the two algorithms

between the pencil beam and broad beam cases can be explained by the muitiple use

of the large arrays in the SMC broad beam simulation (which are only used once for the

SMC pencil beam calculation), and that SMC doesn't need to use as many electrons as a

full Monte Carlo simulation to obtain the same uncertainty in the broad beam case. By

optimising the electron track kernel, the speed difference between SMC and Monte Carlo

is likely to significantly increase.

5.4 Concluslon

The SMC method of dose calculation agrees well with Monte Carlo dose calculation results

in a variety phantoms for 6 and 15 MeV electron beam energies.

SMC has several advantages over pencil beam methods: (i) scattering is not approximated

by a Gaussian lateral distribution, (ii) the 'semi-infinite slab' approximationll43] is not

used (the medium is not treated as slabs by each incident beam element), (iii) the atomic

number variation of the absorbing medium is accounted for, (iv) the dose calculation is

three dimensional and (v) the absolute dose is caiculated.

A 15 MeV,6x6 cm2 field requires approximately 50 minutes of CPU time on a DECalpha

platform, which is a 9-fold increase in speed over a full Monte Carlo simulation (to obtain

the same statistical accuracy). The SMC method is not as fast as the Voxel-based Monte

Carlo methodt1101 *hi"h calculates dose up to 35 times the speed of a fuli Monte Carlo

simulation, however SMC has the potential for a large speed increase. Optimisation of

the number of the electron tracks in the kernel, the track generation parameters AE, AP

and pcut, and pre-processing of the electron track kernel to join smaller steps together

to form larger steps will significantly reduce the necessary computation time.





Chapter 6

Conclusions, Discussion and Future
Research

6.1- Conclusions

The aim of this research was to produce a dose calculation algorithm which agrees with

experimentally measured dose distributions to withln 2% in arbitrary geometries, and is

computationally viable in a clinical situation.

A method of calculating the X-ray primary dose component in a superposition calculation

by invoking Fermi-Eyges electron scattering theory (FE scaling superposition) has been

proposed. This method achieves an accuracy of better than 2.570 in the geometries tested,

with a 3-fold increase in computation time over a standard superposition aigorithm. FE

scaling superposition nearly achieves the required accuracy for dose calculation (in the

geometries tested), with only a smali increase in the computation time for the total dose

161
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is both logicai and useful, as the mechanism of dose delivery is essentially the same, i.e.

via electron energy deposition. The emphasis on the similarity between the two methods

is becoming more necessary, since in high-energy photon beams the accurate transport

of long-range secondary electrons becomes important. The lack of electronic equilibrium

thus becomes more acute, and detailed electron transport has to be considered. The SMC

method outlined in this thesis is a unified photon/electron dose calcuiation algorithm,

and could also be extended to other incident particles such as protons and neutrons.

Algorithms of near-Monte Carlo accuracy but much faster computation time will be

advantageous even when computer hardware is at a point where full Monte Carlo dose

calculations are possible, as the increase in speed with the faster algorithm means that

more rigorous optimisation and inverse planning methods can be used for the same

caiculation time as a basic Monte Carlo calculation.

6.2 Extension of the current research

Further development of the FE scaling superposition and SMC algorithms, such as the

inclusion of an accurate description of the clinical beam (the same information required

as input to commercially available superposition algorithms[lOl' 102]), is needed before

these methods could be used clinically. However, it is envisaged that with algorithm

optimisation, and on a more powerful platform, FE scaling superposition and SMC could

be ciinicaliy realistic dose calculation tools.

A logical extension of the FE scaling algorithm is to incorporate this technique into

a collapsed cone convolution method, where energy in each cone can be redistributed

between cones depending on the composition of the media the cones are passing through,

thus applying FE scaling to full 3-D kernel scaling. FE scaling could also be further

developed to include the effects of different atomic number materials in the absorbing
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optimisation procedure and to predict treatment outcomes.

6.4 Epilogue

Future clinically used radiation therapy beam planning algorithms are likely to calculate

dose to such an accuracy that any errors will be much smaller in magnitude than those

brought about by other uncertainties introduced in the treatment, such as the calibra-

tion of the treatment machine, characterisation of the radiotherapy beams, day-to-day

positioning of the patient and the constancy of the patient's geometry.[a] It is hoped that

with continual improvement in linear accelerator design and other technolog¡ as well as

ongoing oncologist, radiation therapist and physicist staff training, that these errors will

also be reduced.

These developments will (statistically) lead to increased local tumour control and de-

creased normal tissue complications for improved levels of patient care and treatment

success. A challenge for us all!
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Llsers Manual for the Fermi-Eyges
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Based on the s-superposition software written by David C. Murray and Peter W. Hoban.
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P. \M. Hoban, D. C. Murray, P. E. Metcalfe and W. H. Round 'Superposition dose calcu-

lation in lung for 10 MV photons',, Aust- Phys. Eng. Sci. Med. 13(2) 81-92, 1990.

P. W. Hoban Lateral Electron Disequilibrium in Rad,iotherapy Treatment Plønning,Ph.D

Thesis, University of Waikato, 1991.

D. C. Murray The Applicati,on of Parallel Processing to Radi,otherapy Dose Computa-

ti,on, Ph.D. Thesis, University of Waikato, 1991.

P. W. Hoban, D. C. Murray and W. H. Round 'Photon beam convolution using polyener-

getic energy deposition kernels', Phys. Med. BioI. 39 669-685' 1994.

4.1.1 Fermi-Eyges scaling convolution

The FE convolution method of dose calculation improves standard convolution in the

direction of the beam axis by incorporating FE electron scattering theory into the rec-

tilinear density scaling routine, thus accounting for the density distribution between the

interaction and deposition sites, not just the average density. The main programming

difference between FE and rectilinear scaling is found in the subprogram s-fe-trace of.

program c-calc-dose.c. Further work using a collapsed cone approach needs to be done

to make this a full 3-D scaling method. Anyone interested?

Format of convolution kernel data files

The convolution kernel data files for 6, 10 and 18 MV beam energies are found in direc-

tories pkeall/EGS4fpoly, /EGS4/10MV and /EGS4/new18 respectively. For users wishing to

create their own data files the current format (all ascii) is:
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In SMC, the terma (or incident fluence in the electron beam case) is convolved with

electron track kernels (cf. convolution where terma is convolved with energy deposition

kernels). Each step of each electron track is explicitly transported through the medium.

Format of electron track data files

The electron track data files are found in the directory pkeall/REDUCE. These files take

up a lot of memory and it is advisable to only store the kernel you are using at the

current time (they oniy take a matter of minutes to create). For users wishing to create

their own data files the current format (all ascii) is:

0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0

E * y z E¿"oElag

99.99 99.99 99.99 99.99

indicates a nerff track is to foliow

format of each step of each electron track. E is the

kinetic energy of the electron (or positron), r, y and z

are the positions relative to the interaction poirt, E¿"o

is the energy deposited in the next electron step, and

Flag indicates whether the current particle is a ó-ray or

the primary electron
eg. 0.003044 -0.000197 0.127237 0.7t228-0I I

indicates the end of the data set

Note: an understanding of the FE scaling and SMc physics behind this package can be

found in:
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f define ACCOUNT-FOR-SCATTER FATSE

ff define ACCOUNT-FOR-STOP FALSE

f define ACCOUNT-FOR-RAD-YIEID FALSE

173

don't account for change in scattering angle in
media of different scattering power
don't account for change in stopping power in
media of different composition
don't account for change in energy given to
bremsstrahlung in media of different composi-

fdefine PRIMARY-CONV FALSE htSÍ', "r" convolution calculation for primary dos

Sdefine PRIMARY-TRACKS TRUE use SMC calculation for primary dose

fdeflne SCATTERED FATSE don't include scattered dose

fdefine BEAM-HARD-CORR FALSE don't account for beam hardening
fdefine SSD 100.0 SSD (cm). Irrelevant for parallel field
fdefine GRIDJ(JIUMBER 40 number of x-voxels

fdefine GRID-Y-NUMBER 40 number of y-voxels

f define GRID-Z-I{UMBER 40 number of z-voxels

fdefine X-SIZE 0.5 size of voxels in x-direction (cm)

Sdefine INV-X-SIZE 2.0 7f size of voxels in x-direction (cm)

f define Y-SIZE 0.5 size of voxels in y-direction (cm)
ffdeflne INV_Y_SIZE 2.0 \f size of voxels in y-direction (cm)

f def.ne Z-SIZE 0.5 size of voxels in z-direction (cm)
fdefine INV_ZSIZE 2.0 If size of voxels in z-direction (cm)

fdeflne BASE-DENSITY 1.0 density of phantom
fdefine BASE-MATERIAI \MATER phantom material. Other options are LN4,

BONE, ALUMINIUM ANd LUCITE
fdeflne BTOCK-I TRUE include a block
fdefine BTOCK-I-VIATERIAL WATER block material
ffdefine BLOCK-DENSITY-I 0.30 block density
fdefine BLOCK_XSTART-I 0 first block voxel in x-direction
fdefrne BLOCK-XTHICK-I 40 number of block voxels in x-direction
fdefine BLOCK_YSTART_I 0 first biock voxel in y-direction
fdefine BLOCK-YTHICK-I 40 number of block voxels in y-direction
fdefine BLocK_zsTART_l 8 first block voxel in z-direction
f define BLOCK-ZTHICK-I 16 number of block voxels in z-direction
ffdefine BLOCK-2 FALSE don't include a second block
Sdefine BLOCK-3 FALSE don't include a third block
fdefine TRACK-DATAJIIE "track-6.dat" fiIe with electron track data
f defi ne KERNEL-DATA-FILE " kernel-dat a-6mv. dat "

flle with attenuation coefficients, beam spectra
and positions of convolution kernels

fdef.ne TOTALMEV 489.3072 totai primary energy (MeV) in electron track dat

f define MAX-NO-TRACKS 6000 maximum number of electron tracks to be trans-
ported from each voxel

fdeflne MAX-TRACKJENGTH 600 maximum length of electron tracks
fdef.ne XINT-SITES 1 number of particle interaction sites in each voxel

in the x-direction
fdefine YINT-SITES 1 number of particie interaction sites in each voxel

in the y-direction
fdeflne ZINT-SITES 1 number of particle interaction sites in each voxel

in the z-direction
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^.2.5 
c-elec-dens-grid.c

c-elec-dens-grid.c assigns density values to GRID elec-density and inv-elec-density, as well

as assigning material types in GRID block and material values in structure DAIA. The

phantom geometry and composition are defined by the user in c-input.h.

A.2.6 c-calc-terma.c

c-calc-termø.c calculates the radiological depth, terma and kerma grids for both parallel

and divergent fields. The calculation for divergent fields is not very efficient, and will

give no terma in lower voxels if the beam is angulated such that the beam is at least a

whole voxel width wider than at the surface eg. at 100 cm SSD, for a 20x20 cm2 field,

using 0.5 cm wide voxels, the depth where the beam becomes wider than a voxel width

is 5 cm.

A.2.7 c jnput-tracks.c

c-input-tracks.c reads in the pre-generated Monte Carlo electron track data, and converts

the ø, y,z co-ordinates to Ln,Lg,L,z and inputs fl'ag, E and E¿,o. Ad and A/ are also

calculated if the ETECTRON option is used.

4.2.S t-calc-prim-dose.c

t-calc-prim-dose.c transports the pre-generated electron tracks from a user defined num-

ber of points within each voxel with positive terma (generally from the centre of the voxel





A.3, CHANGES

12 Oct 95 Made frle c-input.å, which is the subset of. c-conaoluti,on.h which

can change at each run time. Still not ideal (better \May would be

as Mackie did it so don't need to recompile when a header file is

changed) but better than before.

6 Nov 95 Changed c-input-tracks.c and t-calc-prim-dose.c to explicitly ac-

count for the scattering of ó-rays.

10 June 96 Changed t-calc-prim-dose.c to initiate the electrons in a rasta fash-

ion from the boundary surface. This eliminated the discrepency in

the penumbra between SMC and Monte Carlo observed when all the

electrons were initiated from the centre of the voxel.

15 June 96 Changed boundary crossing algorithm in t-calc-prim-dose.c to aliow

for transport through air by stepping the electron up to a boundary,

and then restarting from the boundary as a new step with smaller

step length and energy, but the same direction.
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Appendix B

Using Restricted Stopping Powers

to Vary Electron Step Length

Strictly, as ó-ray production and bremsstrahlung production are explicitly modeled in

EGS4 when producing the electron tracks, the stopping pou/er ratio used should be a sum

of the restricted collision stopping po\4/er, (l'o)i [where A : AE : 10 keV], plus the

restricted radiative stopping porver' (L,o¿,t,)T [where A/ : AP : 10 keV], ie.

si:Q'")ir(L,"¿,t')i' (8.1)

The restricted radiative stopping power is the radiative stopping power due only to

bremsstrahlung interactions below A'.

However, in this work only the collision stopping was used because:

(i) Lror"v is approximately 0.8 of S"o,,l25l whereas Lrød,rotceV is only a smali fraction

of. S,o¿ (calculated by replacing the upper limits of the integrals of Eq. 9.1 in ICRU

g7t26l with A', and using the cross sectional data from Berger and Seltzerl27l),therefore
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Appendix C

Changing the Electron Step

Scattering Angle in Non-waterlike
Media

To fully account for the change in electron scattering angle between the electron steps

A and B, four angles are needed: a, the azimuthal angle of A with respect to (wrt) the

beam axis frame; f), the polar angle of A wrt the beam axis frame; /, the azimuthal

angle of B wrt Â 1ttt" frame of vector A); and d, the polar angle of B wrt Â.

o is found from the ø and y components of vector A, A' and A, respectively,

o: tan_, Ao
A,' (c.1)

As the tan-1 function is only defined between -î 12 and r f 2, o may have zr added or

subtracted depending on the sign of A, ar'd A, (this is also the case when calculating

ó).
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becomes

8,,:B
sin 0¡ cos $.
sin 0¡ sin {.,
cos d¡

(c.8)

A co-ordinate transformation is needed to revert back to the beam axis frame. Hence,

vector B in the beam axis frame becomes

B:,S-18", (c.e)

as shown schematically in Fig. 5.6.
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